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ÀBSTRACT

Àn exploratory survey of the attitudes and perceptions of
IocaI iandown"r=' towarã rnititary activity and -i9:^effects
iiom cre Shilo was conducted during thg summer of 1984' The

árrrl.r"y instrument used was a self-administered mail-ed ques-
tionnaire. AS weIl, locally elected off icials vrere inter-
viewed for th;ir p.råeptions õt the military presence, and

comparisons were made between these perceptions and those of
Iocal landowners.

A total of 148 responses were received from the 292 lan-
downer Survey forms - initially mailed out (50' 1e" response
iate). Data í"t" analyzed usiñg the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SpSsx) computer program'

In general, respondents were not concerned about military
activiiies .nå it; effects from the Military Reserve and

tended to consider the overall- impact of the military pres-
ence to be at least somewhat positive. However, a minority
of respondents vrere very con"ãrned about military activities
and its effeãts and .äntidered the overalf impact of the
military presence to be negative'

Respondents owning land adjacent _to the Reserve vrere reL-
atively more concurnãd than iespondents owning only non-ad-
jacent'Iand. Respondents residing in proximity to.the Re-
serve were not more concerned than respondents residing more

distant from the Reserve. It is hypothesized that addition-
al factors, such as the respondents pr?ximity to.a line be-
tween the CiIt- of nrandoñ-'and the ShiIo tõwnsite and/ot
proximity to i'nt.ntively used military training areas, have
an effect on attitudes ãnd perceptio!ã' In addition, it is
trypotrresized that pe!ceptions are influenced by a respon-
dent's p.r=onå1 .*pãtienãe with an issue and any related me-

dia coverage.

It could not be concluded that a responden!'s awareness
of the leasinõ-ugiåement had an influence on that individu-
aI's attitudes toward the military presence. However, it is
ãxpãctea that-ii respondents are not strongly predisposed to
ån' .rnf avourable attitude, respondents who become al'rare of
the ShiIo Enviionmental Advisory Committee (SneC) will tend
to hold more favourable attitudés. In 9eneral, respondents
ãia not believe there was an adequate amount of information
fro,rided to i¡tã public about military activities and it ef-
fects from the Reserve.



The majority of respondents consider the economic ben-
efiti ur"ó.iatêd with the military presence to be the great-
est overail benefit reLated to the Reserve. Four major

órã¡f.* issues related to the military presence !ùere deter-
mined: the ór;iiiåt.t:.on of leaf y spurge and.other. noxious
;;;ã;; wildtife disturbance; contrótted burns (and fire haz-
åra.ji and noise and vibrations from military activities.
Although presently not colsidered a major problen, property
ä;;;õ;'b; "iiái:.f" orisinatins from the Reserve and the
Spr.,ã. Woðds provincial Park i; expected to become an in-
creased concern to landowners in the vicinity of the Re-
serve.

Respondents seem to rely on their Local Government repre-
sentat-ives to deai with tirei r concerns related to the Re-
serve, but tend to hold the Department of National Defence
,ãrpoÅ=ible for military activities and its effects. Locaf
Government officials aþpetr to refl-ect the attitudes and
perceptions of their constituents'

Recommendations based upon the study findings address the
pro¡iã* issues, the informãtion inadequacies, and future re-
search needs.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

1.1 PREÀMBLE

The Canadian Forces Base Shilo Military Reserve is an

area in southwestern Manitoba used for the training of the

canadian Armed Forces and the armed forces of other member

nations in NATO (nigure 1). other NATO nations can conduct

training activities on the Reserve because of canada's re-

sponsibility and commitment to NATO.

The Military Reserve was first used as a mi

ing area in the years preceding World War I.
itary train-

Since that
time local landowners have grov¡n up with the military pres-

ence on the Reserve. rn 1974, armed forces of the Federal

Repubric of Germany (hereinafter called west Germany) and

Canada began ground traini.ng exercises on the Reserve, and

CFB Shilo became subject to increased media attention ( gg.

Rosner 1980; and winnipeg Free press 1980). This occurred

primarily because of the economic returns generated off the

base by the influx of West German army personnel. Along

with this generalry positive infruence, several negative

aspects of military activity have been reported through the

media, (i.e., fires, vegetation trampling, wildlife

1-
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disturbance, noise, proliferation of agriculturalJ-y harmful

weed species such as leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula), etc.).

The media coverage has led to an increased awareness of the

potential effects of the activities on the Reserve upon the

environment and the economy, and increased confusion about

the extent of these effects.

within a new Ieasing agreement (Order-in-Council 499/83)

signed between the Department of National- Defence (O¡tO) and

the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources (unNR) specific

reference to some of the environmental effects of the mili-

tary activity are made. The agreement itself can be used as

a guideline by both parties invol-ved, but in order for it to

be effective, âD understanding of the environmental aspects

of military activity is required.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Military operations at CFB Shilo may have impacts on re-

gional landowners, especially those adjacent to the Reserve.

The extent of these impacts has not been fully addressed

primarily because of. insufficient collection of scientific
information and a l-ack of understanding of the importance of

the impacts to persons affected by the military presence.

To a large extent, âttitudes and perceptions of local lan-

downers can be used Lo gauge the effects of the military's

iniluence in the area. The attitudes and perceptions of 1o-

caI landowners should be considered an important element in

3-



decisions concerning the

Military Reserve.

f uture use and deveJ-opment of the

1 .3 OBJECT]VES

This study is exploratory in nature and as such should be

viewed as one of the first steps in addressing the issues

related to the Shilo Military Reserve. The role of a study

of this nature is to ident.ify or determine rel-evant vari-
ables associated with the attitudes and perceptions of Local

l-andowners (ninnear and Taylor 1979) , gain insights and

ideas rel-ated to i ssues in the area around the Reserve ¡ ês-

tablish priorities for the future study of these issues, and

generate relevant hypotheses (ChurchiIl 1976) .

Although this study is exploratory,

eses were formed. They are:

some general hypoth-

F.espondents are concerned about the military activi-
ties and its effects from the Shilo Military Reserve.

Concern about the military activities and ics effects
from the Shilo MiliLary Reserve varies by respondent

group. In particular, concern varies by:

a) the relative av¡areness of landowners about. the

leasing agreement between DND and MDNR; and

b) the geographic location of landowners relative to

the Reserve.

1.

¿.
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Local- Iandowners do not believe there is an adequate

amount of information provided to the public about

military activities and its effects.

In addition other relationships were examined. Specifi-

ca1Ìy, differences in attitudes and perceptions were exam-

ined with respect to the demographic differences and land-

use/farm characteristics of respondents. AdditionaIly, the

differences betv¡een the attitudes and perceptions of 1oca11y

elected officials and those of 1oca1 landolvners were as-

sessed.

1.4 DELIMITÀT]ONS AND ASSUMPTTONS

The scope of the survey vras limited to loca1 landown-

ers i.n the vicinity (r+ithin 16 km) oi the ShiIo MiIi-
tary Reserve.

For the purposes of this study, the Mayors of Carber-
yy, Glenboro, and Wawanesa represented the views of

their respective constituents with respect to mili-
tary activities and its effects from the Shilo Mili-
tary Reserve.

Unincorporated towns were not included in the sam-

pIin9.

The City of Brandon was not surveyed in this study"

Newspaper reports indicate that there appears to be a
positive attitude on the part of Brandon residents

toward the military presence at CFB Shilo (eg. Fitz-

a

1.

2.

)

¿.

5-



Gerald, 1982)

be addressed

Whether or not this
future research.

is the case might

1n

Thus, this study is a survey of Local landowners in a

prescribed distance from the Reserve and nct one which sur-
veys all persons affected by the military presence on the

Reserve.

1 .5 GLOSSÀRY OF TERMS

adiacent landowners: l-andowners with property sharing or
within 4.8 kiLometres (g miles) of the Reserve boundary.

impact: refers to both positive and negative effects of the
military presence and activity.

Local landowners: persons living within 20 kilometres irom
the boundary of the Reserve.

non-adiacent landow4ers: landowners with property between
4.8 kilometres (g miles) and 16 kilometres (lO miles)
from the boundary of the Reserve.

Reserve: Canadian Forces Base Shito Military Reserve

1.6 SUMMARV

The purpose of this chapter has been to identify the need

for research into the attitudes anc perceptions of randown-

ers in the vicinity of the shilo Miritary Reserve. Research

objectives are presented to provide the specific focus for
the study. The scope of the study is also clearly defined

in this chapter.

The following chapter (Chapter II) wiII provide the con-

text for understanding Iocal landowner attitudes and percep-

6-



uions and indicate the role of public attitude research.

Chapter III will describe the methods used to obtain the in-

formation required to address the research objectives. In

Chapter fV, the research findings wil] be presented and dis-

cussed. Finally, conclusions and recommendations based on

the research findings wiIl form the final chapter of this

study.

7-



Chapter T I

BACKGROUND

2.1 THE STUDY AREA

CFB Shilo Military Reserve is located on the Spruce Woods

Forest Reserve, 160km west of Winnipeg (see Figure 1). CFB

shilo extends from the main line of the canadi.an National

Railway on the north to the Àssiniboine River cn the south,

and from Provinciai Road 340 on the west to provincial High-

way 5 on bhe east.

The Reserve borders or lies within four municipalities:
The RuraI Munic ipality (n.U. ) of North Cypress, the R.M. of

South Cypress, the R.M. of Cornwallis, and the R.M. of Oak-

land. spruce l^loods Provincial Park is situatec adjacent to
the eastern border of the Reserve. The predominant land-use

in the vicinity of the Park and Reserve is agricul-ture.

There are a total of 1084 farms in the four municipali-
ties in the vicinity of the Reserve, occupying 775 938 acres
(314 145 ha)(Manitoba Department of Agricul-ture, statistical
Ànalysis Section, unpublished data). Àpproximately 67eo of

thj.s area is classif ied as improved land (uanitoba Depart-

ment of Àgriculture, Statistical Analysis Section, unpub-

lished data).

8-



1a HISTORICÀL DEVELOPMENT OF RESERVE

The arrival- of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1 881

caused a two year l-and boom during which most of what is to-

day southern Manitoba vras sold to homesteaders and specula-

tors (Background study to the development plan, Cypress

Planning District, ño date). In 1895, the Federal- govern-

ment cl-assified the Reserve area as a timber reserve, and

closed it to further settfement (Ni lsson 1 983 ) . In 1910

the Militia Department of the Dominion of Canada, in an ef

I

fort to secure lands in the west, acquired a training area,

sufficient in extent to provide for artillery practice and

manoeuvres, in a central l-ocation in what vras then known as

Military District No. 10 (the Shilo Stag 1984). This area

was within the Spruce Woods Timber Reserve. The siLe was

chosen for its suitabitity as a training area and the fact
that it was accessible by both the Canadian Northern Rail-
wây, (which later became part of the CNR), and the CPR (r'an-

non 1965) . The site acgu j.red in 1910 vras ten square miles

( 25.6km2 ) in area.

The first camp vras opened on June 21 , 1910, and was

called Sewell Camp. SeweII Camp was attended by a brigade

of 154 officers and 1 315 other ranks (the Shilo Stag 1984),

It vras located on CPR property five miles north of the pres-

ent town of Shilo (tne Shilo Stag 1984). The Hudson's Bay

Company owned the land north and south of the Camp, and of-
fered to permit the actual Carnp to be pitched on their prop-

erty (Fannon 1 965 ) .

9-



The Department of the Interior, however, declared that
the spruce woods Timber Reserve had been created by parlia-

ment for the purpose of protecting timber and assisting in
reforestation, anc using a portion of this reserve rand for
military training wouLd invol-ve a compJ-ete departure from

that purpose (Fannon 1965). In September 1911, however, the

Department of the Interior agreed to reserve certain tracts
of land in the vicinity of sev¡ell station on the cpR main-

line. It was these and other adjacent unoccupied tracts of

land that the Militia continued to use (Fannon 1965).

During the First Vlor1d War, as many as 30 000 troops, in
total, lrere trained within the carnp boundary (the shiro stag

1984). rn 1930, the Timber (renamed Forest) Reserve was

transferred, by virtue of the Natural Resources Transfer
Àgreement of 1930 (presently contained within the canada Act

of 1982), to Provincial management (Background study to the

deveJ-opment plan, Cypress pl-anning District, no date ) . Àf -
ter the First vlorld war, the camp was used for summer train-
ing only and, in 1931, the Camp was closed because of the

Depression (Oepartment of National Defence, Do date).

rn 1932, êngineers conducted the first survey of the shi-
1o area. This led to the discovery and planning of the

camp's water suppJ-y (which is still in use at present ) (ttre

Shilo Stag 1 984 ) .

10



The first inhabitants of the shilo townsite were members

of a Relief camp established by the Federal government in
l-ate 1932. r n .1 933 , a ]ong-term rease on the camp shi ro

lands was granted to DND. Local l-andowners in the area sur-
rounding shilo have had an opportunity to become accustomed

to the military activity at its present site since 1934 (ttre

shi 1o stag 1 984 ) . Prowman (1982 ) report s that pr ior to
1934, only a Forest Ranger and one other farmer lived in the

Reserve area. The first camp in 1934 consisted predominant-

]y of pitched tents. By 1939, 25 buildings had been erected
at Shilo (tne Shilo Srag 1984).

shi 1o grew rapidly dur i ng the second vtorld vtar . r n 1g4o ,

shilo began to assume its present form by becoming a train-
ing area for artillery and engineers. The Reserve was not

uLili.zed year-round untir 1942. Folrowing this war and the

reorganization of the canadian Àrmy, shiro becarne the perma-

nent home of. the Royal Regiment of the canaclian Army (ne-

partment of National- Defence¡ r'to date).

The most recent rnajor development in the shiro area was

the establishment of spruce woods provincial park in 1964.

The carberry sand Hills area (rigure z) represents the rem-

nants of the Assiniboine River Derta, where it flcwed into
Glacial Lake Àgassiz 12 000 years ago. The Assiniboine Del-
ta region v¡as designated by the provincial Government of
Manitoba as an area of naturar and/or culturar significance,
and the Park was estabrished to protect this unique area and

11
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to interpret its importance (Spruce

1982). The Baid Head Hills, a unique

exotic pl-ant and wildlife are the ma

area (Spruce Woods Provincial Natural

Woods Provinc ial Park

cultural heritage, and

jor attractions in the

Park 1975).

During the winter of 1965/66, a West German artil-lery
unit carried out cold weather tests on Leopard Tanks. An

organization called the Manitoba Peace council held demon-

strations protesting against the presence of German troops

on Canadian soil (Magnus 1965). In an effort to prevent po-

tential pubric rel-ations problems, DND transferred a public
rel-at ions of f icer to shi 1o several months bef ore the west

Germans began their tests (Cleverly 1980). However, the of-
ficer was transferred av¡ay from shilo six months after his
arrival- because (according to cleverly 1980 ) there \,¡as not

enough for him to do.

In 1974, under agreement with Canada, West German troops

began intensive ground trainíng exercises on the Reserve.

The cost.of the west German training program is paid entire-
Iy by the Federal Republic of West Germany. Command and

control over the Reserve remains with the canadian Forces

(Department of National Defence 1984). The influx of West

German army personnel has been largely responsible for the

increased media attention on cFB shilo. The increased at-
tention focused on the economic returns generated off the

base by west German sordiers on leave in Brandon and other
nearby centres.

13



Às military activities on the Reserve increased, because

of the presence of both west German and canadian armed forc-
ês, concern for the environment in and around the Reserve

developed. In response to the environmental concerns

raised, MDNR and DND began funding research studies into the

environmental impacts of the military presence.

rn 1979, the media brought the concern for environmental-

damage on the Reserve to the public forum (;ager 1979). The

media made use of preriminary reports on vegetation and soil
studies being carried out on the Reserve. These reports
were the first to suggest that vegetation trampling and soil
compaction by military vehicles were having adverse effects
on the environment.

The potential for conflict between those persons con-

cerned primarily with the continued existence of the mili-
tary base as a stimulant to economic growth in the area and

those persons concerned primarily with the protection of the

environment from military activities increased in the early
1 980' s. (fne concern increased at this time at least par-
tialIy because the ten-year' leasing agreement for land con-

tained within the Reserve between DND and MDNR expired De-

cember 31, 1983,

begun ) "

and negotiations for a new lease had

For example, the Brandon

Brandon Industrial Commission

Commerce and the

half-page adver-

Chamber of

began to run

14



tisements starting November 23, 1982, in the Brandon sun

calring on readers to phone their member of the Legis.r-ative

Assembly and ask them to support a 3O-year lease for shilo
rather than just a ten-year 1ease. prior to the expiration
of the ten-year Lease in 1983, DND reguested an extension of

the leasing agreement "for a total of 30 years to better fa-
ciritate military pranning and programming in the area" (or-

der-in-Council No. 499/83) . According to Schedule À of Or-

der-in-council No 499/83, DND requested the long-term
agreement in order to implement its base development plan

and major construction programme. Aggerholm and Rance

(1982) reported that the Brandon chamber of commerce and the

Brandon Industriar commission believed the loss of upgrading

funds which woul-d occur without a J-ong-term fease would irn-

mediately cancel prospective jobs, prace the German Àrmy

Training Establ-ishment at shilo (ceres) in doubt, and jeop-

ardize the future of the base. The R.M. of corn-warlis and

the Brandon chamber of commerce were reported to have sent a

letter in support of the longer term lease to the Government

of Manitoba (Aggerholm and Rance 1992).

Meanwhile, suggestions had been made to the provincial
government to opt for a short-term lease. The short-term
rease wourd ensure that an environmentar impact assessment.

of military activities could be compreted before the prov-

ince entered into a long-term commitment. The most promi-

nent of these suggestions $¡ere made based upon a consurt-

15



antrs report focusing on the imprications of the results of

ecological studies at cFB shilc for lease renewal- (MacLaren

Pransearch 1 983 ) . These consul-tants suggested that the

Iease be Iimited to five years.

...4 major independent analysis of the comprehen-
sive data base and annual reports should be under-
taken every fifth year from the date of its renew-
af, with the view to proposing changes that might
be reguired in the terms of subseguent Ieáse
agreement (Itaclaren Plansearch 1983).

They also suggested that a minimum of $60 000 be set aside

each year for ecological studies (MacLaren pl-ansearch 1983).

Rosner (1983 ) reporLed in the [,tinnipeg Free press that this
study found the spread of leafy spurge to be an "incredible
threat" to land in proximity to the military base.

clearry a conflict of interest \¡¡as apparent prior to the

signing of the current leaser although the dimension of the

conflict vras unclear. On one side were persons concerned

with the environmental impacts of military activities, whire

on the other were persons concerned about maintaining the

economic benefits generated by the military presence in the

area. Àlso, the media seemed to have an influence on these

concerns, but the extent of this infruence is not known.

At present, the shilo base townsite is owned by the Fed-

erar government. The Provincial government has propriet.ary

rights over what is considered the Reserve area. The pro-

vinciar government leases Lhis crown land through ¡,ÍDNR to
DND.

- 16



2.2.1 The 1 983-1 993 Leasinq Àsreement

Under the authority of Order-in-Council No. 499/83 a ten-
year leasing agreement terminating December 31, 1993 was

signed, with first right of renewal for a further term of 20

years provided to DND. Within the agreement contained in

Schedule À of this Order-in-Council, MDNR identifies j-eafy

spurge as a noxious weed (by virtue of The Noxious Weeds Act

of 1970, s. 42) in the Shilo-Spruce Woods Provincial park

area and requires that DND, as occupant of the land, destroy

aII noxious weeds and weed seeds on their land as often as

is necessary to prevent growth,

weed or weed seeds (Clause 24).

ripening and scattering of

In addition, DND wilt be

held responsible for fire prevention, detection, and sup-

pression costs on the Crown land they have leased (Clause

14). Under this new agreement, DND and MDNR will partici-
pate in the operation of the Shilo Environmental Advisory

Committee (SnaC), which is responsible for the formulation

and supervision of a research program to monitor and eval-u-

ate possible en.¿ironmental damage (Clause 16). ÐND has also

agreed to fund, at $50 000.00 per year, a three-year program

for the purpose of research, monitoring and evaluation of

possible environmental damage (Clause 18),

Within this agreement is a commitment on the part of ÐND

not to utilize the Crown land, under any circumstances, for
testing of nuclear weapons systems. In addition, it was

agreed that all road allowances within the Crown lands be

17



cl-osed, except Provincial Road 340 (Clause 7). The Province

reserved the right to issue timber cutting, hay and grazing,

and hunting permits (Clauses 9, 11, 12).

Àpproximately 82 170 acres (33 267 ha) of Crown land is

l-eased to DND at $2.00 per acre. Thus, the total rent paid

is $164 340.00 per year for the first five years. The rent-

al rate will be adjusted January 1, 1989, and the adjusted

amount will not exceed a rate of increase of Zeo per annum

based upon the annual rent.

2.3 ENVIRONMENTÀL TSSUES

This section will outline the issues related to the envi-

ronment that are connected to military activity on the Re-

serve. It should be made clear that although military ac-

tivity does affect the environment, in many instances the

public perception of those effects is more pertinent than

the actual impacts. The mass media can play an important

role in shaping public perception about the environment (Ru-

bin and Sachs 1973).

2.3.1 Leafv Spurse

Perhaps the most publicized en'¿ironmental issue connected

with the Reserve is the spread of leafy spurge. Leafy

spurge, âs stated earlier, had been identified as a noxious

weed within the present (1983-1993) leasing agreement. The

18



Reserve has been considered

is spreading to surrounding

1982) .

a source from which leafy spurge

range and pasture lands (ponrant

Àl-though there have been a number studies into the spread

of ieaf y spurge on the Reserve, (g. McKernan 1981 , Gorrie
1982 ), SEAC is still- undertaking studies to determine to
what extent the Military Reserve is responsible for the

spread of spurge onto surrounding range and pasture lands
(Minutes of SEAC Meeting, November 29, 1983).

Leafy spurge is an aggressive perennial weed which propa-

gates by rootstalks and seeds (eest et al-. 1980). The

weed's deep, tough root system rnakes it difficult to eradi-
cate (nest et al. '1980). In Manitoba, it is illega1 to

sell hay containing leafy spurge ano to transport contami-

nated hay on public roads (Noxious Weeds Act 1970, s.7).

MacLaren Plansearch (1983) reported that military activi-
ties and fires create bare ground, which is an ideal condi-

tion for the spread of leafy spurge. However, Kerr et al.
(1978) state that training which involves the practice of

concealment and camouflage leads to soil compaction and an

unfavourable environment for the migration of vegetation.
Best et al. (t980) noted that seed and underground parts of

leafy spurge are often transported by machinery. However,

Pokrant (1982) round no statisticar retationship between

vehicular .traffic and the varied rates of leafy spurge in-
crease for five high-use areas on the Reserve.
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Leafy spurge tends to grow in homogeneous patches (Dixon

1976), and infestations are believed to spread from the for-
ward edge of the infestation to non-infested areas. Best et

al . ( 1 980 ) note that al-though " seedl ings do occur to a

greater extent near the outer edge of a patch, it is never a

significant method of reproduction in an undisturbed patch."

The R.M. of South Cypress anrJ DND have jointly been in-
voLved in the application of the herbicide Tordon 22RI con-

taining picloram (4-arnino-3,5,6-trichroropicolinic acid) (c.

Cu11en, Weed Supervisor, Gfenboro/South Cypress District,
pers. comm.). According to Base Command, control in these

areas has been good with only minimum regrowth in spots
(Capt. D.J.R.S. Benjamin, pers. comm. ). The roadsides in
the northern areas of the Reserve were sprayed with oy creer
by a licenced chemical applicator hired by DND in 1983. Àc-

cording to Base command the contror was good, but regrowth

vras somewhat higher than in areas treated with Tordon 22K.

Leafy spurge on the Reserve has experienced minor increases

in some areas and decreases in others (Capt. D.J.R.S. Benja-

min, pers. comm.). In 1985, additional chemicar contror us-

ing Tordon 22]K is pranned in the most iniensivery used

training areas. west Germany provides a share of the fund-

ing for the weed control program and the various environmen-

tal studies undertaken by DND (Capt.

pers. comm. ).

20
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Picloram is effective in controlling plants of leafy
spurge and the establishment of seedlings, but ineffective
against seeds within the soil (Grover and Bowes 1 981 ) .

Spraying is also an expensive and rather short-term control
methcd (corrie 1982).

Investigations of other methods to control leafy spurge

by Agricuiture Canada have concentrated on biological con-

trol. Because leafy spurge is of eastern European origin

and is taxonomicaJ-1y complex, it is dif f icult and expensive

to determine which insects can be used as controls. Àddi-

tionally, because of the weed's origin, it is dif f icul-t to

locate these insects. Biological control woul-d reguire a

complex of European insects and perhaps pathogens. At pres-

ent, there are seven insects which may be effective in the

control of spurge, but none of these are ready for v¡ide-

spread usage. The most promising of these is the, spurge

hawk moth (gyles euphoribiae) (SseC files, unpublished).

DND plans to assist in funding a project,
through SEAC, which will involve the creation of an

mental data base and the monitoring of literature
trol methods for leafy spurge (Minutes of SEÀC Meet

vember 29, 1983). This project is planned to be

over three years, but at present the exact research

lotments have not been finalized (I,. Bid1ake, Wildl
ogist, MDNR, pers. comm.). In addition, DND plans

more than $73 000 over the next three years for the

organ i zed

env i ron-

and con-

ing, No-

conducted

fund al-
i fe BioI-
to aIlot
c ont i nu-
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ation of vegetat

of SEAC Meeting,

ion and soil studies on battle-runs (Minutes

November 29, 1 9E3 ) .

2.3.2 Veqetation Tramplino

The two research projects tisted above are a response on

the part of the military not only to the question of leafy
spurge infestation, but also to concerns about the effects
of vegetation trampling by mil-itary vehicl-es and fires.
Concerns about the environmental degradation from vegetation

trampling were contained with an environmental report com-

missioned by the government and vrere rerayed to the public

through the medía (MacLaren Pl-ansearch .1 983; and winnipeg

Free Press 1983a, respectively).

2.3.3 Fires

concerns about fires on the Reserve received a great deal

of media attent ion in 1 980 (g. Bl icq 1 980 ) , spurred by a

large wildfire which occurred on the Reserve that year. one

article in the winnipeg Free press (Rosner 1980) reported
that environmentarists and loca1 residents believed that
vlest German troops vrere not concerned about the ecological
damages their exercises were causing. The accusation was

based upon the arl-egation that the west German Àrmy contin-
ued artillery fire under extremery dry conditions. rn a

letter to the editor of the winnipeg Free press published a

few days after the article reporting the accusation, Lieu-
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tenant-colonel G.M. Guy (acting Base commander of cFB shiro
at the time ) claimed that the May 22nd articl-e had been mis-

Leading (winnipeg Free press 1980). The Acting Base com-

mander went on to write in the letter that "a conscientious

effort is made by all invorved to minimize the negative im-

pact of training activities
(winnipeg Free Press 1990).

at Shilo on the environment"

Range fires are not uncommon on the Reserve (Strong

1961). Many of these are the resul-t of live ammunition fir-
ing. I n most years, the areas burned are smal1, sel_dom ex-

ceeding five hectares, and widely distributed over the Re-

serve (Strong 1 981 ) . Major fires on the Reserve occur

irregularly (Strong 1 981 ) . Kerr et a1. (1978) report that
there v¡ere major fires on the Reserve in 1961, 1969, 1972,

1974, and 1976. The most substantiar of these was the fire
in 1961, in which two thirds of the area in the eastern por-

tion of the Reserve was burned (xerr et al_. i97B). The

mititary maintains a system of fireguards on the Reserve,

consisting of three to seven meter wide lanes of bare soir,
to assist in the containment of fires.

In recent years, efforts have been made to control the

spread of leafy spurge by the use of controlled burns and

limited curtivation (pokrant 1982\. controrled burns in
spring are also carried out to reduce the risk oi wirdfires.
The fires are set prior to the arrival of the first contin-
gent of west German trainees in May. The controlred burns
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are usual-l-y extensi

dissipaie downwind

number of personnel

Lary must rely heav

ve and create large clouds of smoke which

of the Reserve. Because of the limited

and equipment managing a burn, the mili-

i ly on f i reguards to conta in the f i re.

2.3.4 wildlif e Disturbance

ïn recent years there has been an interest in determining

whether military activities disturb wildrife on the Reserve.

wi ldr i fe di sturbance i s di f f icult to def ine because, gener-

a11y, some wildrife species benefit from certain military
activities while others are harmed. SEAC requested thar, a

study of elk (Cervus canadensis) use of the northeast por-
tion of the Reserve be carried out prior to any development

for miritary purposes in that area (strong 1981 ). sLrong
(1981) concluded that the arrivar of the German armed forces
al-tered the land-use pattern on the Reserve and created ha-

bitat more suitable for erk. There have been reports in the

media that suggest that the Military Reserve actualry has

protected a unique environment from agriculture or other ha-

bitat-destructive land uses (winnipeg Free press 1983b). Às

well, there has been a report in the winnipeg Free press

t.hat the military presence on the Reserve improves the habi-
tat of sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus) (.rager

1984)"
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2.3.5 Depredation

The Reserve functions to an extent as a wildlife sanctu-

ary. strong (1981 ) reported that the population of elk on

the Reserve has apparentry increased five fold from 1l969 to
1979. This has led to an increase in the number incidents
of elk leaving the Reserve and entering private lands. How-

ever, based on the number of requests for compensation,

depredation by elk of croprand surrounding the Reserve is
not considered a serious problem (o. pastuck, Damage control
specialist, MDNR, pers. comm.). In the past two years (1983

to sept. 1984) , nine complaints of eIk causing damage in and

around the Reserve have been received by the MDNR regional
of f ice in Brandon. Three of these complaints resulted in

compensation being paid to farmers (s.e. Robak, conservation

Officer, MDNR, pêrs.comm.). Controlling depredation and

compensating l-andowners for depredation is the responsibili-
ty of MDNR.

on January 17, 1985, over 100 individuals met in the car-
berry Municipal Hall to discuss crop depredation by wird-
rife. The major concern of l-andowners and rand-renters was

that of elk and white-tailed deer (odocoileus virqinianus)
damage (¡,. Bidlake, pers. comm. ). concerns v¡ere raised
about the spread of erk and deer into croplands and the sub-

sequent damage to grain, sunflowers, hay and fences. The

latter form of damage resulted in cattre escaping and cross-
breeding vrith different herds of cattle.
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On January 28, 1985, the Spruce Woods

and Game Bird Darnage Committee was formed

formed the following objectives:

and Àrea

The

Wild]ife

Comnittee

1. To obtain reasonable compensation for any game bird

or wildlife damage to crops, hay buildings and fenc-
ôê.
LJ'

To suggest methods of decreasing the incidence of

damage by use of control- methods in Spruce Woods pro-

vincial Park;

To suggest adjustments to hunting seasons to minimize

damage to fences and crops; and

To inform farmers of methods of deterring wildlife

and obtaining compensation (1. Bidlake, pers. comm. ).

)

)

d.

1t 1S I

concern

by the

nteresting to note that although there appears to be

, no mention of the Shilo Military Reserve was made

Commi ttee.

2.3.6 Groundwater Ouality and Heavv Metal Contamination

Recently there has been some interest on the part of the

Manitoba Department of Environment and t^Iorkplace safety and

Hea1th and SEÀC to determine the effects that shrapnel de-

bris scattered throughout the Reserve has on wildlife and

the water supply. SEÀC has two proposed projects which

would address these interests. one project v¡ould assess the

ground-water quality in the CFB Shilo-Spruce Woods provin-
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cial Park area, and the other would study the effects of the

addition of heavy - metals into the environment on ungurates
(Minutes of SEAC Meeting, November 29, 1983). These studies
were proposed in response to the unusually high concentra-
tions of copper, sodium, and phosphorous which were noted by

McKernan (1981) in areas of shelL expl-osions.

2.3.7 Poachinq

rllegal hunting had been significant in the 1960's and

earry 1 970's (r,. Bidlake, pers. comm. ) . since the estab-
lishment of Range Patrois and the arrivar of west German

trainees into areas which were previously used infrequently.
poaching is believed to have decreased (s.e. Robak, pers.

comm.). Àt present, poaching on the Reserve is not consid-
ered to be a significant problem (s.e. Robak, pers. comm.).

The ratest leasing agreement requires that Base command

at shito arlow at least two weeks of hunting on the Reserve

each year. over the last few years, hunting access has been

provided in mid-November (t'tajor L.E. Glover, Base operation,
c.F.B. shiro, pers. comm. ) " MDNR control hunting seasons,

which species may be hunted and bag limitsl, and hunters are

subject to Provincial hunting raws. However, a1I hunters on

the Reserve must be registered with Base operations and ob-

rt should be noted that elk hunting ricenses have been re-
duced in number from 100 to 20 in 1994. The number of li-
censes issued v¡as reduced because accurate counts of erk
had not been possibte in the rast few years (s.e. Robak,pers. comm. ).
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tain a range pass.

designated rour-es,

the Reserve v¡hen on

Hunters may onJ-y operate vehicles

although they have access to anlzwhere

f oot (t"tajor L.E. Glover, pers. comm. )

on

on

2.3.8 Noise and Vibration

Noise and vibration are often

effects of military activities on

of impact of noise and vibration

of military activity being carried

cal conditions. The effects of

with increasing distance from the

impacts of noise and vibration are

caI populations.

the most readily apparent

the Reserve. The radius

is dependent upon the type

out and upon meteorologi-

these phenomena decreases

Reserve. Therefore, the

primarily isolated tc lo-

a^

2.4.1

ECONOMIC AND

Income and

SOCTÀL ]SSUES

EmÞlovment

The existence of CFB Shilo has had f icant economic

espec ia1ly trueimpact on southwestern Manitoba. This

sÍnce the arrivai of West German troops. The Brandon Cham-

ber of Commerce vras reported through the Brandon Sun (agger-

holm and Rance 1982) to have claimed that CFB Shilo feeds

$50 million into the southwestern Manitoba economy" À simi-
lar figure was quoted by Sullivan (1983). tTerier (1982) re-
ported that DND officials in Óttawa estimate that the West

Germans at Shilo have spent about 945 mil-Iion in Canada up

to June 30, 1981.

slgnl

is
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The majority of the economic benefits generated from the

existence of CFB Shilo have accrued to the residents of

Brandon and residents in the immediate vicinity of the town

of Shilo. Plowman (1982) clairns that the unincorporated

town of Spruce Woods, located adjacent to the Shilo town-

site, but outside the Reserve, was developed by private en-

trepreneurs and land speculators who real-ized the economic

opportunities CFB Shilo afforded.

The economic impact of CFB Shilo on the economy cannot be

determined directly because economic multipliers are diffi-

cult to specify. However, economic statistics for CFB Shilo

in the 19æ/94 fiscal year provide some insight into the im-

pact of military expenditures in southwestern Manitoba (fa-

bles 1,2, and 3).

In fiscal year 1983/84, non-public expenditures were

above the usual average of approximately $80 000.00 to $100

000.00 (Lieutenant C.I^I. McKinnon, pers. comm.). It is ex-

pecLed, however, that DND wiIl increase investment through

their base development program because of the new lease

signing (Lieutenant C.w. McKinnon, pers. comm.).

GÀTES expenditure tendencies have been, for the most

part, constant over the lasL five years (Lieutenant C.W.

McKinnon, pers. comm.). There has been littIe change in the

number trainees brought in by the West Germans over this
period (Lieutenant C.w. McKinnon, pers. comm.) (tabIe 1).
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TABLE 1

Number of Personnel Employed at CFB ShiIo

====== ========= == ===== ======= ============ ======

.1 . Military
a) Canadian.. ..984

b) Canadian (in support of GÀTES)........29
c ) West German

i) Permanent (year round).... ....40
ii) Temporary (9 months/year)... .j6g
iii) Trainees (S weeks/year,

B times/year)... ...G6G1

2. Canadian Public Employees

a) Civilians (in supporr of GÀTES).......96
b) Cther Civilians. .404

Each group of trainees stays for a three week period.
There are eight groups of 666 trainees attending GatÈs eachyear.

source: capt. D. Erickson and Lieutenant c.w. McKinnon,
Comptrollers Office, CFB ShiIo.
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TÀBLE 2

CFB Shiio Expenditures

Public Expenditures

a) GATES purchases in area .......$1 856 g47.OO

b) Public goods and services
in support of Canadian military....$B 121 000.00

Non-Public Funds 2

t.

¿.

)
J.

a) Canex expansion ....$1 600

b) Shilo Country CIub ....S68(watering system)

c) Cable T.v. Company ....$18(satellite dish)

000.00

000.00

000.00

Resale Àctivities... ..$4 993 135.003(Cost of merchandise soLd)

r rhiq figure includes onry those expenditures that are pro-
cessed through the Base comptrollers office. This figure
does not include other National DND purchases. This figure
arso includes expenditures on teacher's sararies and o,rer-time salaries (i.e., $1 876 000.00).
2 Non-pubric funds refer to monies which are corlected fromprivate enterprises operating on Base by the military. Base
command decides how this general fund is redistributed tothe non-public fund enterprises.
3 Incl-udes sone National contracts.

source: capt. D. Erickson and Lieutenant c.w. McKinnon,
Comptrollers Office, CFB Shilo.
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TÀBLE 3

CFB Shilo Employee Salaries

-_-___--_:

I

2.

)

L

Canadian Military (cross).......S25

GÀTES ..$10

Public Employees.... ...59

Non-Public Employees.... ....$1
( in support of military)

655 264.00

7 44 000.00

672 830.00

367 1 0s. 00

5. Tota1.... .....ç47 440 199.00

Source: Capt. D. Er
Comptrollers

ickson and
Off ice, CFB

Lieutenant C.l^1. McKinnon,
Shi 1o.
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Àssuming disposable income i
is a reasonabl-e estimate based

infornration), civilian and mil

to 0.60 X $47 440 199.00 = $28

( income figure from Table 3).

s 60e" of gross income (which

upon Base Comptroller Office

itary personnel rnay spend up

464 119.40 in the Shilo area

Much of the economic activity in southwestern Manitoba is
not only generated in construction and the primary producer

sectors, but also in the retail sector. Especially signifi-
cant to the situation at Shilo is the fact that West German

trainees spend tourist dollars in the retail sector. Most

of r-his activity takes place in the City of Brandon. Thus,

not only are income distribution effects created by DND ex-

penditures, but also an increase in net income in the area

is generated through West German expenditures.

2.4,2 Amenities

Military personnel, their families, and persons employed

on the Base are entitled to use the faciliLies provided

through non-public funds. Persons employed on the Base can

purchase memberships which entitle them to use these facili-
ties. These privileges extend to aIl recreational facili-
ties, a1Ì special interest facilities, the Canex shopping

centre, and other non-publicIy funded services. Technical-

ly, private citizens who are not employed on the Base or who

are not dependents of military personnel may use only the

special interest facilities provided by non-public funds
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(Captain G. Esligâr,
lations reasons, the

the Carrex (Captain G.

pers. comrp.. ) . However, f or public re-
general public is allowed to shop at

Esl i9âr , pers. comm. ) .

2.4.3 ReqionaÌ Access

The physical existence of the Reserve, like any other re-
serve land, mây disrupt transportation networks. Because of
the nature of l-and-use and the aree of land occuoied, the

shilo Reserve affects access to some public roads. The rer-
evant transportation corridors affected are rocated on the

southern and western perioheries of the Reserve (rigure 2).
By far the most widely used public road in the area is pro-

vincial Road 340. Local- residents can be affected to vary-
ing degrees when military activity disrupts access to p.R.

340 or other public roads on the periphery of the Reserve.

It should be noted that the only two remaining river fer-
ries in operation in Manitoba are l-ocated directly south of
the shilo Reserve, crossing the Assiniboine River. The

Treesbank Ferry is part of p.R. 340 and is operated by the

Department of Highways and Transportation. The stockton
Ferry is located east of p.R. 340 (rigure Ð. The Ferries
are a recreational attraction during the summer months.

Military vehicles on public roads north of the Assiniboine
River Dây, therefore, have had some effect on recreational
traffic.
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The

tion at

vincial

primary responsibility of DND for public transporta-
CFB Shilo is the maintenance of the porr-ion of pro-

Road 340 within the Reserve.

2.4.4 Grants in Lieu of Taxes and Road Allowances

rn 1976, DND began paying grants in lieu of taxes to the

R.M.'s of North cypress and south cypress for the land con-

tained within the Reserve. tnitialJ.y the grants in lieu of

taxes were paid on buildings. However, since the passing of
BiIl C4 by Parliament in January '1980, (administered by the

Department of Public works), grants in rieu of taxes have

been paid on rand. The Bill stipulates what payments the

crown makes. Grants in lieu of taxes were stipurated to be

phased in at 25e" of the municipar assessment in i980, 50eo of
the municipal assessment in '1 981 , 7Seo of the municipal as-
sessment in 1982, and 100s" of the municipal assessment in
1983. Grants in lieu of taxes are calculated by multiplying
the particurar municipar assessment by the milr rate for
each municipality.

As stated earrier, DND requested the closure of certain
road arlowances in the most recent leasing agreement with
the Province (nigure 3). At present, these road allowances

have not been crosed. DND is negotiating whether to have

the allowances cl-osed through municipal regulation, or by a

Bill in the Legislature admi.nistered through the Department

of Highways and Transportation (u. Boyce, property section,
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DND, pers. comm.

wiIl be assessed

of taxes wil-I be

). Once the road

by each municipal

caf cul-ated.

allowances are cl-osed they

ity and the grants in lieu

West German presence at Shilo was

the Winnipeg Free Press (1982) as

2.4.5 CulturaI/Socioloqical

The cultural/sociological impact of West German and Cana-

dian interaction is difficult to assess. Contact between

these two cultural groups may have positive and negative ef-

fects. However, because it is difficult to consistentJ-y de-

fine general "positive" or "negative" cultural/sociological

impacts, each individual affected must make his/her own as-

sessment. For example, some individuals might perceive the

interaction of West Germans and Canadians to be a desired

phenomenon, while others might resent, for a wide variety of

reasons, the cul-turaI differences of one or the other group.

One attitude toward

expressed by V. Werier

follows:

the

in

...Some naturalists, as well as other citizens,
however, take a dim view of German tanks and
troops conducting manoeuvres in Manitoba. It is
indeed a strange turn of events that our former
bitter enemies of the Second World War are prac-
ticing for battle on Manitoba soil with 39.6 ton
Leopard tanks, and with meps in German and English
for the ranges called Aachen, Berlin, Cologne,
Deilinghofen and Essen.

Werier (1982; in the Winnipeg Free Press) states that he re-

alizes that Canada has a responsibility to support NATO, but

he continues in the same article:
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...Sti1l, as a native Manitoban, I em not
enchanted with the idea of any foreign tanks
churning through our soil.

Although this is an example of only one person's opinion, it
is not inconceivable that other individuals share similar
att i tudes .

.)tr PUBLIC PARTTCIPAT]ON ]N PLANNING AND POLICY MÀKING

Publi.c participation in planning and policy making in-
creases the efficiency of bringing public views to action
through decision-making (Burton 197i). Efficiency is in-
creased because the probability that a given action will not
gain pubJ-ic suppcrt is decreased (SeweIl 1971). In addi-
tion, direct invol-vement in the decision-making process is
based upon the ethical consideration that individuals have

the right to be at least consulted on decisions that affect
them, "and especially those which involve the expenditure of
pubric funds or which impinge upon the individual-'s rights"
(Sewe11 1971).

Participation in planning and policy-making not only pro-
vides decision makers with better information, but also
functions to educate the public (sewerl 1971). "This seems

especially important in those instances where decision mak-

ing is largery in the hands of a technical elite such as

engineers, biologists, pubric hearth officials, or archi-
tects" (SeweiI 1971).
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Studies of the perceptions and attitudes of the public

can be used to provide guidelines for land-use poJ-icies.

These types of studies may provide important cl-ues as to
public preferences relating to the management of resources.

Sewell (1971) lists five types of information related to

perceptions and attitude that should be particularJ.y rele-

vant to planners and policy makers:

the nature of the decision making network, the par-

ticipants, and their interrel-ationships;

perceptions of the various pariicipants with respect

to the problems to be solved and the solutions that

might be applied;

perceptions of who is responsible for initiating ac-

tion, and attitudes as to the role of the individual

or organization;

a determination of the factors which condition par-

ticular attitudes and perceptions and account for

variations between individual-s' attitudes and percep-

1.

I t should be noted

studíes can provide

they do have their I

tions include:

perceptions and be-

that although perceptions and

val-uab1e information to policy

imitations. Some significant

at t i tude

makers,

l ini ta-

tr

tions; and

rel-ationshi ps between attitude,
haviour.
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1 . the possibi 1 ity of introduc ing bias into responses;

2. variations in the interpretation of various terms by

di f f erent respondents;

3. the information generated has a tendency to get out-
of-date verl' rapidly;

4. continuous sampl-ing of a given popuiation may affect
responses; and

5. additionar information may affect responses (adapted

from Sewell 1971).2

other limitations invoLve the abilities of the personnel

carrying out the study, analysis and interpretation of re-
sults, and the integration of the data into the policy mak-

ing process (sewe11 1971). providing that the rimitations
are recognized, studies of perceptions and attitude can make

a valuabfe contribution to planning and policy making.

In order to assess attitudes and perceptions iL is first
necessary to distinguish between the two terms.

There are numerous definitions of attitude in the liter-
ature. For example, churchirr (1976) defines an attitude as

representing " a person's ideas, convictions, or liking with
regard to a specific object or idea". In general, ChurchiII
(1976) presented the following as qualities of attitude:

2 l,imitations 3, 4, and 5 listed above are highly re-
lated, although separate concerns.
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Attitude represents a predisposition to an cbject,
and, thus, possesses a quality of readiness.

Attitude tends to persist over time.

There is a relationship between attitude and behav-

iour. Attitude is felt to be a strong precursor of
behaviour, and when manifested produces consistency

in behaviour.

Attitude has a directionaJ. quality. preferences for
outcomes involving an object or phenomenon, evalua-

tions of the ob ject or phenomenon, and af f ectati-ons
for the object of phenomenon are part of attitude.

Kinnear and Taylor (1979) report that attitude is made up

of three components: a cognitive component; an affective
component; and a behavioural component. The cognitive com-

ponerrt refers to a person's awareness of and knowledge about

some object or phenomenon. The affective component refers
to a person's liking or preference for an object or phenom-

enon. The behaviouraÌ component refers to what a person has

done or is doing.

Ferception, in the context of this study, is concerned

with the impression an individuar has of an object or phe-

nomenon (or objects or phenomena), as that impression is
modi f ied by the individual' s past exper ience in general ,

his/her previous experience with that same or simirar object
or phenomenon, and the individual's physicar, emotional, and

mentar state the moment the object or phenomenon is viewed

1.

¿.

a

4.
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or considered (adapted from

al-so be a function of the

to Lhe individual (Schiff 1

Schiff 1971). Perceptions may

val-ue of the object or phenomenon

971) .

Perceptions are narrower in scope, Iess stabl_e, and more

subject to change than attitudes. Perceptions may or may

not have affective and cognitive components (sc¡rir¡ 197i).

The behaviourar component of perception differs from ihat of

attitude. That is, a particular behaviour may be a response

to the perceptions of a specific object or phenomenon and

not a response to a Çeneral attitude toward that object or

phenomenon.

Beliefs constitute the cognitive component of attitude.
Therefore, they are not as incl-usive as attitudes (schift
1971). However, because beliefs may deal with a variety of

aspects of an object or phenomenon, and because the subject
of the belief need not be present for the belief to be held,

they are more general than perceptions (Scfritt 1971). When

an individual has a series of beliefs about an object or

phenomenon and has an affective reaction to that object or

phenomenon, then that individuar has an attitude toward that
aspect of the environment (Sctritf 1971).
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2.6 CONCLUSTONS

The development of the shilo Military Reserve has been a

gradual process. The issues rerated Lo the Reserve's exis-
tence are traceabl-e to the development of the Reserve. How-

ever , many 'of these i ssues have been espec iaJ-1y pronounced

since environmental- concerns were raised in tÏ¡e mio--l 970's.

The circumstances surrounding the development of the Re-

serve, and the related economic, sociological, and environ-
mentar issues are unique to the area. Thus, the context of

this study plays an integraL role in the assessment of the

attitudes and perceptions of local landowners.

Many of the issues presented in this chapter are unre-

solved, in terms of their impacts, because there has not

been enough information availabre to conduct comprehensive

assessments. Local landowner opinion can be an important

element in the assessmenL of these issues.

The social rore of an attitude and perception study is to
provide input into the planning process and to serve as a

vehicle for public participation in decision making (Burton

1971). A survey of the attitudes and perceptions of rocal
randowners will indicate to decision makers within DND and

MDNR which environmentar impacts shourd have priority and

how these impacts may be addressed with respect to rocal
randowner opinion. rn addition, the survey wirl indicate
the perceived importance of the effects of the military
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presence by those persons who are most directJ_y affected by

ir.
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Chapter I I I

METHODS

Thi s chapter descr ibes the

used in the study. Initially,

fined. A description of the

landowner questionnaire follows

naire design and administration

tion of the "Government Opinion

methods of data collect ion

the target population is de-

sampling design for the locaL

. The details of question-

are discussed. A descrip-

Survey " i s al- so prov i ded .

3.1 TÀRGET POPULATT ON

The attitudes and perceptions of focal landowners were

canvassed from three general groups landowners with prop-

erty sharing or within 4.8 kilometres (g miles) of the Re-

serve boundary, (referred to as adjacent landowners), l-an-

dov¡ners r+ith property between 4.8 kirometres ( g mires) and

16 kilometres (10 miles) from the boundary of the Reserve,

(referred to as non-adjacent landowners), and Local Govern-

ment officials, (usually referred to specifically).

The survey incruded only landowners who ovrn rand within
the municipalities of North cypress, south cypress, cornwal-

lis, and oakland. The Reeves ot North cypress and south cy-
press were excluded from the local landowner survey because

they were surveyed as locarty erected officials. The Reeves
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of Cornwall i

aries of the

downers wes

s and Oakland do not own land within the bound-

survey. The target population of Iocal lan-
728.

3.2 SAMPLING DESTGN

LocaL randowners were divided into three strata. Two

strata invorved adjacent Landowners, the other invol-ved non-

adjacent fandowners. ArI landowners with property sharing

the boundary of the Reserve v¡ere surveyed (referred to as

the adjacent census (ac) ). Landowners with property not ad-
jacent to the Reserve, but within 4.8 km of its border were

randomly sampred until a sampre size of 100 was obtained for
adjacent landowners ( referred to as the adjacent sample

(es)). À random sampre of 2oo non-adjacent randowners were

surveyed (referred to as the non-adjacent sampre (Nas)).

Property ownership maps were used for the selection of
all sampling units. À11 property ownership maps, except for
the R.M. of cornwallis, were obtained through Repromap Ltd.,
Dauphin, Manitoba. The property ownership map for the R.M.

of cornwallis v¡as obtained from the Manitoba Department of
Municipal Àffairs. The most recent property ownership maps

availabre were used. For the R.M. of cornwarris the most

recent ownership effective date was June 1982; for the R.M.

of oakrand it 'rras February 15, 1984; f.or the R.M. of North

Cypress it was December 7, 1983; and for the R.M" of South

Cypress it vras January 12, 1984.
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Landowners listed on property ownership maps and within
the boundaries of the survey (i.e., 16 km radius) vrere sepa-

rated into the three strata (aC, AS, and NÀS). Each l_an-

downer within the boundaries of the survey and listed on the

maps was numbered, and a random numbers table was used to
sel-ect the samples. The addresses of respondents v¡ere ob-

tained frorn the Municipal Assessment Branch of the Manitoba

Department of Municipal Àffairs.

It is reiterated here that this study is of an exprorato-
ry rrature. ExpJ-oratory research i s appropr iate f or any

practical study where little knowledge is available (church-

il1 1976). Thus I a pragmatic approach was used to create
the distinction between adjacent and non-adjacent randowners

and in the selection of sample sizes for the different re-
spondent segments.

Arthough it had been expected that the attitudes and per-

ceptions of landowners vary in reration to their distance
from the Reserve, the actual distance threshold from the Re-

serve where attitudes and perceptions might be expected to
differ can only be postuJ-ated after data analysis. There-

fore, setting the rimit on the adjacent sarnple to within 4.8

km from the Reserve boundary vras done pragmatically.

À1r landowners sharing the boundary with the Reserve were

surveyed because proximity to the Reserve v¡as believed to be

an important influence on responses. À sampre size of 100
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adjacent Iandowners was chosen because it was acceptable for

most cross-tabulation analyses (with an estimated response

rate of 30eo to 40e"). À sample size of 200 f or non-adjacent

landowners was chosen because the response rate for non-ad-

jacent randowners v¡as expected to be somewhat less than that

for adjacent landowners, and this sampì-e size provided a

reasonable representation in that area. The representative-

ness of the sample was determined by comparing certain known

population characteristics with those determined through the

survey.

3.3 OUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

The l-ocal l-andowner guestionnai

to provide information which would

the objectives of the study. À

complete with covering l-etters is

re was designed primari

meet the requirements

copy of the questionnai

included in Àppendix À.

1y

of

Section 1 of the questionnaire was designed to encourage

confidence in the resporrdent through a series of less diffi-
cult questions. The first four questions of this section
vrere included to provide these particular respondent charac-

teristics for group comparison purposes. Question 5 was

particularly important in the eval-uation of the first gener-

al- hypothesis of the study. Not alt respondents were ex-

pected to reside on their land holdings nearest to the Re-

serve.
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Question 6 was designed to determine what kind of influ-
ence the Reserve has had on the respondent. euestion 7 was

included to determine if respondents directJ-y affected by

reafy spurge difiered attitudinarly from respondents not di-
rectJ.y af fected.

Responses to questions i and 2 of section 2 were exprored

separately and in combination. Question 1 measured general

concern about miritary activities on the Reserve. euestion
2 provided an intensity measure of an extreme point of view.

Because "concern" and "positive" are reLative terms ( i.e. ,

the Eerms "concern" and "positive" could mean di fferent
things to different J-andowners), answers to questions 1 were

correlated to question 2. The results of the correlation
reduces the subjectivity inherent in the assessment of these

two measures. A six-point scale was used as a measure be-

cause it provided a larger range of intensity of feerings
than a five-point scale. Kinnear and Tayror (1979) reported
that studies have shown no difference in response between

six-point and the more typicat five-point attitude scales.

Questions 3 and 4 asked respondents for perceptions of

benefits and probrems associated with the Reserve. Because

preliminary research resulted in fewer specific benefits
items than problem items, perceptions of benefits were re-
quested first. Question 4(f) is not a known problem associ-
ated with the Reserve, but v¡as incruded as varidity check.

Questions 3 and 4 were subjected primarily to univariate
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statistical- analysis. Freguency distributions were then

used as an aid in constructing landowner atLitudes. These

questions also prayed a role in determining internal consis-
tency of responses.

Questions 3a and 4a

efit and problem items

these quest i ons v¡as to

were most important to

asked the respondent

in questions 3 and 4.

determine which benef

respondents.

to rank the ben-

The purpose of

its and problems

Question 5 was an open-ended question. open-ended ques-

tions were kept to a minimum because of the mail-out format
(nillman 1978). This question was designed to determine if
there were other probrems and benefits that were not includ-
ed on the fixed lists in questions 3 and 4. Responses to
question 5 were of special interest because of the effort
required on the part of the respondent to answer the ques-

tion.

Question 6 was included to determine whether respondents

perceived there was adequate information about military ac-
tivities and its effects on the Reserve. This question pro-
vided the basis for addressing the second general hypothesis

of the study.

Responses to questions 7, 8, 9, and 10 provided informa-

tion that should be herpfur to decision-makers who must de-

termine what information should be made avairable to the
public. Question 10 also provided an indication of the lev-
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el- of interest the respondent has in the study subject. 3

Questions B and 9 were designed to establish the respon-

dent's knor+ledge or awareness of trvo important f actors re-
lating to cFB shilo. Question 13 was a somewhat ress direct
measure of respondent awareness. Responses to these ques-

tions aided in the determination of respondent attitudes to-
ward the military presence on the Reserve.

Question 1-1 provided particular government Ievel_s with an

indication of how well landowners bel-ieve government under-

stands their views. Às well, this question vras used in the

assessment of Iandowner attitudes toward the military pres-

ence on the Reserve. In the latter case, F€sponses were

correlated with more direct attitude and perception meas-

ures.

Question 12 was an at

haviour in relation to

act ) . Readiness to act

therefore this question

direct attitude measures

tempt to determine respondents' be-

their concerns (i.e., readiness to
is also a component of attitude and

was used in conjunction with more

Question 14 was included for a similar reason as question

7 -- to provide decision-makers with landowner perceptions

of particular institutional obligations and responsibili-
ties. If landowners have false perceptions about who is re-

3 Determining the
is an important
1983).

level of interest
element in atti

in the topic of a study
tude studies (SheatsIel'
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sponsible for providing information and compensation, chen

it becomes political-1y imperative that these perceptions be

corrected.

Section 3 was designed to collect personal_ respondent

ciraracteristics. The section was included to determine

whether there v¡as a correlation between these characteris-

tícs and attitudes and perceptions. It \.¡as placed Iast on

the questionnaire because personel questions sometimes have

the lowest response rate. That is, it was hoped that re-
spondents who did not wish to ansr.¡er personar questions com-

pleted the questionnaire at least to the end of section Z.

3. 4 OUESTIONNÀIRE ÀDMTNTSTRATION

Ad j ac ent

ministered

tíonnaires

and non-adjacent l-andowners received a self-ad-
mailed questionnaire (see Appendix À). The ques-

were number coded to facilitate foIlow-up mail-
ial survey experts at the University of Manitoba

to crcmment and criticize the questionnaire prior

ings. Soc

were asked

to mai ling.

The questionnaire tvas pre-tested two weeks before the

initial mail-out on August 10, 1984. Seven individuals
within the target population were presented with the ques-

tionnaire and asked to comprete it without assistance.

These respondents were informed of the pre-test goars and

asked to critically assess the questionnaire in this re-
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spect. Only very slight al-terations of the pre-tested ques-

tionnaire were required, so further pre-testing was not car-

ried out.

The mail-out survey ( 300 ) vras initiated on August 1 0,

1984. Respondents were not provided v¡ith a specific date Lo

return the form because it was believed ti:is might frustrate
some respondents and resuÌt in a l-ower response rate. Each

mail-out questionnaire included an explanatory covering let-
ter outli.ning the purpose of the survey and motivating the

individual to complete and return the questionnaire. Re-

spondents were insured that their responses would be confi-
dential.

A second mailing of 1 98 quest ionnaires v¡as initiated on

September 24, 1984, to bolster the response rate. The cov-

ering letter included with this mail-out is presented in Ap-

pendix A.

3.5 DATÀ PROCESSING AND ÀNÀLYSIS

Responses from returned questionnaires were coded onto

Fortran Coding Forms using a predetermined coding scheme.

The coded information vras then transfered into a computer

file on the University of Manitoba Amdahl 5850 computer sys-

tem. Data r.¡ere analyzed using the Statistical Package for
the SociaI Sciences (SpSSx).
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InitiaIJ.y, 97 variables were created. FolJ-owing recod-

ing, some variables were lumped into a single new variable.

Three new variables were created in this manner. The vari-

abl-es created and their labels are listed in Àppendix E.

Frequency distributions and contingency tables of respon-

ses were used extensively for interpreting the resuits.
Much of the da"a analysis focused on rel-ationshi.ps between

var iables. The Pearson chi -square test for independent

variables vras used as an initial step in the analysis of re-
Iationships. The chi-square test is appropriate if the data

are from random sampl-es and the expected varues are not too

small (Noruðis 1983). However, chi-square tests were used

only to support arguments maCe by the author in interpreting
the data.

3.6 GOVERNMENT OPINTON SURVEY

Local Government officials surveyed v¡ere from the munici-
pal governments of North and South Cypress, Cornwallis, and

Oakland, and the town councils of Carbetty, Glenboro, and

l.lawanesa . These of f ic ials vrere survel'ed f or the i r percep-

tions of the situation through various methods of contact.
The interviewer used a standardized questionnaire as a

framework for the survey (see Appendix B). Many questions

on this questionnaire v¡ere similar to those on the local
landowner questionnaire. However, government officiars vrere

asked to predict results of the landowner survey and given
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the opportunity

to CFB Shilo.

to express therr oprnrons on issues relateC

The Reeves of the R.M.'s of Cornwallis, Oakland, North

Cypress, and South Cypress, and the Mayors of Carberry,

Gl-enboro, and wawanesa were contacted by phone in July and

August, 1984, to arrange for an interview. The Reeve of the

R.M. of oakland refused to be interviewed on the grounds

that he never had any compraints about the shiro Reserve and

because he felt he had no business interfering with anything

rel-ated to cFB Shilo. The Reeves of the R.M.'s of North cy-
press and south cypress and the Mayor of carberry were in-
terviewed in person. The Reeve of the R.M. of cornwarlis
and the Mayor of wawanesa were interviewed by telephone.

The Mayor of Grenboro requested that the questionnaire be

mailed to his office. This mailed questionnaire differed
from the other government questionnaires because it con-

tained more specific instructions to questions, question

wording was more specific to a town rather than a municipar-
ity, and it contained a space for the responcent's name.

The nôme of the Mayor of Glenboro was the oni-y name indicat-
ed on the returned form. Although the methods of data col-
lection differed, the purpose of the Local government survey

v¡as achieved. That is, the interviews and mail-out provided

a local government perspective which could be compared with
the attitudes and perceptions of respondents.



Information coLlected from

used for descriptive purposes

opinions of locaI government

l-andowners were, theref ore,

poses cnly.

Local government officials was

only. Comparisons between the

of f ic ials and those of local

also used for descriptive pur-

11

3.7

SOURCES OF ERROR

. 1 Representat iveness

An attempt to determine the representativeness of the

sampJ-e was made. The age and education characteristics of
persons Iiving in the R.M.'s of Cornwallis, Oakland, North

cypress, and south cypress were determined from Manitoba De-

partment of Agricurture and statistics canada data. These

data were then compared to similar data coLl-ected on the 1o-

cal- landowner survey. A chi-square test was used to deter-
mine if the varues obtained in the survey differ signifi-
cantJ-y f rom the government data.

The age characteristic data are shown in Table 4. The

results show that data collected through the landowner sur-
v€y, for the age variable, differs significantly (0.05 1ev-

el) from data on the age of farm operators obtained from the

Manitoba Ðepartment of Àgriculture (statisticai Analysis

section, unpublished data). The ages of farm operators can

be compared to the ages of respondents because most respon-

dents are farmers. The data indicate that, in general, the

survey included a rarger proportion of ol-der (over 55 years)
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TABLE 4

comparison of age of respondent with age of farm operators
in the R.M.'s of Cornwallis, Oakland, North Cypreãs, and

South Cypress

(Derived from Manitoba Department
unpublished).

FREgUENCY

of Agriculture data,

FREQUENCY
AGE MDA DÀTÀ P(UOA)1 SURVEY DÀTA P(SURVEY)

iess than 24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
over 64 years

52 0.048
232
a a')
LLJ

245
214
.1 18

2
20
31
,a
42
23

0.214
0.206
0.226
0 .197
0. 109

0.014
0. 136
0.211
0 .197
0.286
0.1s6

TOTÀL 1 084

chi -squa re=17 .26 , d. f . =5
chi-square ( 0.950, 5)=1 1 .07

1 probabilíty cf occurrence

1 .000 147 1 .000
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farm operators than is represented in the popuJ-ation of the

f our mun ic ipal i t ies, and a smail-er than representat ive pro-

portion of younger farm operators (unoer 35 years). Two

possibilities may exist to explain this phenomenon. First-
ly, younger respondents may not be interested in filting out

the questionnaire, for reasons which cannot be known with
certainty. Second1y, the sample design may have selected
for older individuals. It is stressed that the target popu-

lation was not necessariJ-y expected to be representative of

all four municipalities as a whole. The fact that cross-ta-
bulations of the ÀGE variable by the attitude variables
(coNcenN and rMPÀcr) did not yield significant chi-square
values (0.05 revel of significance) suggests only for this
data that AGE and respondent attitudes cannot be concruded

to be dependent.

The education characteristics data are shown in Table 5.

The resufts show the data on respondent education level dif-
fers significantly (0.05 lever) from statistics canada data

for the four municipalities. rn Table 5 it is seen that the

"Grade" leve1 and "university" level of education are over-
represented in the landowner survey. Because the correla-
tions of respondent education leveL (eouc variable) and the

attitude variables (CO}¡CERN and IMPACT) were not significant
(0.c5 lever), the dichotomy in the data probably does noL

have an effect on the conclusions of the study. However, it
is difficult to determine if the respondents are representa-

tive of the target population.
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TABLE 5

comparison of education ]evel of respondents with education
l-evel of residents in the R.M.s of Cornwallis, Oakland,

North Cypress, and South Cypress

(Derived from Statistics Canada data(Statistics Canada 1983) ).
LEVEL OF FREQUENCY pt FREQUENCY P
EDUCÀTION (Srer.cÀN. ) (srar. (sunvny) (sunvey)

:3Y:::l::_______ :_eir:l_
Grade
School 1 090 0.194 45 0.317
Hi gh
School 2760 0.492 55 0.387
Technical or
Trade School 1175 0.21 0 21 0.1 48

University 585 0.1 0 4 21 0.1 48

===================================================
TOTAL 561 0 1 .000 142 1 .000

chi-square=9.96, d. f. =3
chi-square( 0.950, 3 ) =7. B1

I probability of occurrence
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3.7 .2 Tvpoqraphical errors

A typographical error occurred on

2 ot the landowner quest i onna i re.

for the second mailing of the questi

volved the exc lus i on of the v¡ord

statement : " l imi ted access to roads

ing certain times of the year". À

received príor to the second mailing
ter the second mailing for question

carried out. À chi-square test for independence proved to
be significant at 0.05 leveI (Tabte 6).

It is apparent that the first mailing (the one containing
the typographical error) generated more negative ("no") re-
sponses to the road access question than were expected (un-

der the assumption of independence). whereas, the second

mailing generated more positive ("yes") responses than were

expected. Thus, the typographicar error may have suppressed

agreement v¡ith the problem item. Therefore, it is like1y
that a greater percentage of respondents than rras observed

would have agreed that limited access to roads near firing
ranges during certain times of the year was a problem.

3.7 .3 Recodinq Data

rt is acknowledged that recoding the varues of some vari-
abres may resul-t in a l-oss of information. For example, on

question 4(j), section

The error was corrected

onnaire. The error in-
"near" in the quest ion

near firing ranges dur-

comparison of responses

with those received af-
4( j) , section 2, !Ías
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TAtsLE 6

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 4(j), section 2
(noeoS variable) by date response received (oere variable)

DÀTE RESPONSE RECEIVED

chi-square d.f . signif icance celis with E.F.< 5

4.02 1 0.04s NONE

r Count2 Expected VaLue

ROADS
VÀRÏ ABLE Before

Sept. 24
Àfter
Sept. 24

Row
Tota 1

Yes 331
38 .42

24
18.6

57
tr t 10,
\,J. J-O

No 39
33.6

tt
16.4

50
46.7e"

Co I umn
Tota 1

72
67 .3ea

ttr
JJ
)a'70,
JL. l'o

107
100.0e"
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attitude scales, scaLe numbers t'3r' and tt 4tt are necessarily

grouped toEether. Respondents indicat ing ei ther one of

these scale numbers are lumped into a neutraL category. The

lcss of reliability is suppressed by documentation of all
recodes. AdditionaIly, for important variables, responses

were also analyzed without recodes.

3.7.4 Non-response and Combininq Strata

For the purposes of analysis, the ÀC, ÀS, and NAS strata

were usually combined. For variables of particular impor-

tance to the conclusions of the study, ân analysis cf the

rel-ationship between strata and these variables þ¡as under-

ta ken .

Because the AC stratum involr'es a census, aggregating the

data can only be accomplished by assuming that non-response

in that census is random or of no consequence to the re-

sults. Response to the survey is assumed to be positively
related to the interest of the respondent in the topic.
Thereforer r€spondents are Iikely to have stronger feelings

on the topic of the Military Reserve than are non-respond-

ers. Àggregating the strata can be used effectively if it
can be argued that non-respondents have little effect on the

findings of the study" The following paragraphs attempt to
determine the nature of non-responders and their potential
effects on Lhe findings.
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À number of landowners returned uncompleted question-

naires with reasons included (Cocumented in Àppendix C).

These l-andowners can provide clues about the nature of non-

response. Six of these landowners felt unqualified to an-

swer the questionnaire. Four other landowners provided oth-
er explanations for not answering. Three of these four did
not respond because they craim that the Military Reserve has

had litt1e effect on them. One respondent provided only

this comment:

"Shilo Military Reserve has had littIe ( if any)
effect on my life or aciivities for the past 28
years. t'

The other one of the f our wrote that they \,i¡ere an old couple

and did not want to be harassed.

Therefore, it can be assumed that some non-responders do

not feel quarified to answer the form, and some do not have

any problems or thoughts about the subject. These non-re-
sponders would be expected to select scale numbers tr 3 rr or
tt4rr on the attitude scafes. rt is also acknowledged that
some landowners did not respond to the survey because they

vrere too busy with the harvesL. rt is recommended that fu-
ture surveys in the area be initiated during the agricurtur-
al off-season (eq., January). In any event, it is not very

likery that non-responders' attitudes would alter the con-

clusion that l-ocal randowners in generar are not concerned

about military activities and its effects on the Reserve.
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BecauSe non-reSponSe rar-eS fOr each Strata were similar

it is reasonable to assume that non-respondent attitudes are

generally consistent over the three strata. Àny inconsis-

tencies are assumed to be insignificant. Therefore, the at-

titudes and perceptions of respondents in different strata

can be compared effectivelY.

3. B SUMMARY

The methods used to conduct the local landowner Survey

are statistically valid and replicable. The information

generated through the survey should adequatell' meet the ob-

jectives of the Study. The government opinion survey was

included as a supplementary descriptive tool in the analy-

êôê
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4.1 RESPONSE

Table 7 shows

down into the ÀC,

types of response

Chapter IV

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSION

the response rate for the survey broken

ÀS, and NAS strata for each of the three

respondents who at least partially com-

pleted and returned a questionnaire; respondents who re-

turned an uncompleted questionnaire with a note of reasons

f or doing so4; and respondents r.¡ho did not return a gues-

tionnaire (non-respondents) .

À total of. 148 at least partially compJ-eted question-

naires were returned. This represents a response raLe of

50.1e. (based on 292 total possible respondents). The re-

sponse rate for AC stratum was greater than that of the oth-

er two strata, suggesting respondents owning land adjacent

to the Reserve have a greater interest in the topic of the

survey.

a See Àppendix C for a documentation of alt returned, uncom-
pleted questionnaires. Some of the respondents who re-
turned uncompleted questionnaires offered vievrs regarding
the military presence on the Shilo Reserve. Some of these
were used in the discussion of non-response bias presented
in Chapter III.
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TABLE 7

Response to Landowner euestionnaire

Number of Number of Response
Respondent I po""ibIe respondents Ratã (e")

Type I respondents
========== = === == ============= ===========
at least
partialìy
compJ-eted

AC 36 20 s5.6
Às 62 28 45.2
NAS 194 95 49.0
TOTAL 292 148 1 50. 1

not completed,
but returned 292 14 4.8

no response 292 '130 +4 .5

1 Five respondents are from "unknown" strata.
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The response rate in general is fairJ-y high considering
the amount of effort that went into retrieving responses.

Goudy (1978 ) ¡ound that onJ-y mi nor var iat ions appear in
variabl-e relationships after approximately 50eo of the sample

have compreted a mail questionnaire, and that aÌmosL no dif-
ferences exist when about 7Teo of those contacted have re-
turned data. Thus, a 50e. return rate for this mail survey
is an indication that locar l-andowners are interested in the
topic. However, because the target popuration vras sma11,

not as much confidence in the representativeness of the sam-

ple can be assumed.

¿") ÀTTITUDES TOWÀRD MILITÀRY PRESENCE' ACTIVITIES ÀND ITS
EFFECTS

Table B and Figure 4

about activities on the

section 2) . The resul

dents are not concerned

on the MiliLary Reserve.

the 20 respondents who

ga rded .

show respondents overall feelings

ShiLo Military Reserve (quest ion 1 ,

ts suggest that, generaLly, respon-

about mil-itary activities occurring
This does not mean, however, that

indicated concern should be disre-

Table 9 and Figure 5 show respondent attitudes toward the
overall impact of military presence on the Reserve (question

2, section 1). The majority of respondents considered the
impact of the military presence to be at reast somewhat
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TABLE 8

Frequency distribution of responses to question 1, section 2
( co¡¡csnN va r i abl e )

OVERÀLL FEELTNGS ABOUT MILITARY RESERVE?

Scale
Number F requency Percentage

absolute J.y
no concern

Great
Conce rn

1

2

)
J

4

5

6

40

34

26

26

6

14

27 .4

23.3

17.8

17 "B

4.1

9.6

TOTÀL 146 100.0e.

MEAN = 2.77
MODE = 1 .00
MEDIAN = 2.00
MISSING CASES = 2
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Figure 4z Bar chart showing the frequency distribution ofresponses to question 1, section 2 (CONCERN)

+
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TABLE 9

Frequency distribution of responses to question 2, section 2
( rupecr variable )

OVERALL II'ÍPACT IS VERY POS]TTVE?

Scale
Number

Response
F r equenc y

Pe rc en tage

St rongly
Agree

St rongly
Di sagree

1

2

3

4

6

24

22

34

25

16

1tr

17 .6

16.2

25 .0

18.4

11.8

11.0

TOTÀL 136 1 00 090

MEÀN = 3.24
MODE = 3.00
MEDIAN = 3.00
MISSING CASES = 12
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Figure 5: Bar chart showing the frequency distribution of
responses to question 2, section 2 (IMPÀCT)
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positive. I t is particularly interesting that more respon-

dents selected number 3 on the scafe than number 4, in light

of question wording which likely biased the scale toward the

higher end.6 Twelve (12) respondents did not answer this
question. This compares with two missing values for ques-

tion 1, section 2 (Table 8). This probably occurred because

the iMPACT question asked the respondents for a specific

vafue judgement about the statement, while the CONCERN ques-

tion was more general and, therefore, likeIy easier to an-

swer. Respondents not ansvrering the TMPACT question did so

probably because they did not feel qualified to make the

judgement. For example, one respondent wrote the following

at the end of the questionnaire:

" I don' t f eel v¡e v¡ere able to answer your ques-
tions fully but we know practically nothing about
mi l i tary I i fe .at or around Shi 1o. "

Another respondent made the following comment which might

help to explain the missing values:

"The Shi1o Reserve area is quite a distance from
our home and actually does not effect our vray of
lifer so the questions are thought provoking as
some of them we haven't even considered before and
it's a bit difficult to state an opinion on some-
thing |,hat does not effect your daily Iife direct-
Iy. "

The adjective "very" modifying the word "positive" in the
statement influences responses. Respondents who feel only
somewhat positivel-y toward the military presence might be
inclined not to agree as strongly with the statement.
That is, it was expected that responses woul-d tend to
scale number t'4" f rom scale number "3t' because of the in-
clusion of the adjective.
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Even with the above comments it is difficult to postul-ate

reasons why respondents did not answer the question, and

even more difficulL to predict what attitudes non-respon-

dents hold. An examination of the missing values for the

IMPACT question for each strata did not suggest that missing

varues are concentrated in the NÀs stratum, as might be ex-

pected. The missing vaLues were relatively evenly distrib-
uted across the strata. The incrusion of "don't know" and

"rìo opinion" categories may to some extent help to sort out

this non-response on future attitude surveys.

The first step in determining var iable relat ionships
( i . e. , the relat ionships, i f âDy, between responses as weII

as respondent characteristics) was to determine if responses

vary by strata. This was accomprished by conducting cross-
tabulations of relevant variabl-es by the three strataT. rf
responses to questions did not appear to be dependent upon

the strata, then for these variables the strata !Íere com-

bined. To aggregate the data in this manner, it was assumed

that non-responders in the Ac stratum did not differ in
their attiLudes and perceptions from respondents in this
stratum. This assumption introduces bias into some statis-
tical cal-curations, however, this bias can be accounted for.
The impricaLions of this assumption on the findings of this
study have already been discussed in chapter rrr. The rnajor

advantage ot aggregating the data s¡as an increased number of

7 Respondents
cluded from

in the "unknown"
this analysis.
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values per cel-l and the subsequent

of stat i st ical tests.

increased ef fect iveness

There wes little rel-ationship between a respondent's

"concern" and the strata to which they belong (chi-
square=6.40, d.f .=4, P-val-ue=0.171) (table i0). À number of
t-tests were conducted to determine if differences between

particular strata might exist for responses to the CONCERN

question (table 1 1 ). A significant difference in the mean

of the attitude score exists between the Ac and the NÀs

strata (p-varue=O.04) , and between the Ac stratum and the AS

and NÀs strata combined (p-vafue=0.05). rn each case where

the difference in means v¡as significant, the stratum in
cl-oser proximity to the Reserve ( the ac stratum) rra¿ a high-
er mean score, indicating somewhat greater concern. In no

stratum was the mean or median greater than the mean of the
scale (i.e., 3.5). Àlthough respondents owning l-and adja-
cent to the Reserve are somewhat more concerned about the
activities occurring on the Reserve than respondents owning

only non-adjacent rand, ño respondent group (stratum), as a

whole, appears concerned.

The cross-tabuLation of strata by this IMpÀcr variabre is
presented in Tabre 12. A significant relationship exists
between whether respondents agree or disagree that the im-

pact of the'Military Reserve is very positive and the strata
to which they belong (chi-square=19.79, d. f. =4, p-val-
ue=O.0005). Responcents in the AC and Às strata disagreed
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RESPONDENT STRATU}'1

coNcERt{ 1

VARI ABLE
Adj ac ent wirhin

3 I4iles
Non-
Adjacent

Row
Tota I

Scafe #
1-2

Ê

9.6
13
14.1

53
47 .3

71
50 .4%

Scale #
3-4

.10

6.9
10
10.1

31
34.0

51
36.2e"

Scale #
5-6

4
2.6

tr

?o

.10

12.7
19
11 tro-
I J. J_o

Column
Tota I

19
11 tro-I J. \r-o

2B
19 .9e"

94
66.7e"

141
100.0e"

TABLE '1 
O

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 1, section 2
(coNcenN) by respondent strata

chi-square d. f. significance ceils with E.F.< 5

6.40 4 0.171 2 of 9 Q2.2e")

Number of Missing Observations = 7

1 coNCnRu scaLe: 1 = absolutely no concern
$ = great concern
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TABLE 1 1

t-tests of overall- feelings about the Reserve between strata(question 1, section 2)

STRATA N MEAN S.D.1

Àc
ÀS

19
2B

3 .421.
2.786

I

1

742
686

AC
NAS

19
94

3 .421
2 .628

1 .7 422
1.474

AC
ÀS+NÀS

19
122

3 .421
2.663

1.7422
1.519

1 Àl-l t-values are based on pooled variance estimates.
2 Denotes a significant 2-tail probability L-values

(P
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RESPONDENT STRÀTUM

IMPÀCT 1

VARI ABLE
Àdjacent wi rhi n

3 Mi les
Non-
Adjacent

Row
Total-

Scale #
1-2

Þ
tro

3
7.7

33
.)0 E

42
32 .1e"

Scale #
a_AJ=

4
8.1

10
1 0.8

45
40.1

59
45.0e"

Sca1e #
5-6

B

4.1
'1 

1
qtr

11
20 .4

30
22 . ge"

Column
Tota l

1B
13 .7e"

z+
19.3e.

B9
67 . ge"

.1 
3'1

100.0e.

TABLE 12

Cross-tabul-ation of responses to question 2, section 2
( rplpaCt) by respondent strata

chi-square d. f. significance ceIls with E.F.< 5

19.79 4 0.0005 1 of 9 (11.1e.)

Number of Missing Observations = 17

1 lt',lpacr scale: 1 = strongly agree
Ç = strongly disagree
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with the statement with a higher frequency than expected,
(under the assumption of independent variables), while re-
spondents in the NAS straÈum disagreed with a lower frequen-

cy than expected. It is interesting thaL responses from the

Ac stratum in agreement with the statement did not differ a

great deal from what is expected (observed=6 expected=5.6).
(also note the small number of cases per cell). This may be

the result of the influence of the proximity to a line on

between Brandon and shilo, or the nature of the issues which

are important to the respondent (these factors will be dis-
cussed in a subsequent section of this chapter).

The results shown in Table 12 seem to conflict with the

resufts of the cross-tabulation of the CONCERN variable by

respondent strata. A cross-tabul-ation of the IMPACT vari-
able by the coNcERN variable suggests the two variabres are

dependent (chi-square=24.86, d.f..=4, P-val-ue=0.0001 ) (fabte

13). The apparent conflict then must be explained in terms

of differences in what the questions are measuring.

Respondents who indicate concern (table B) may be doing

so because they do nct consider the word "concern" to have a

negative connotaLion. To these respondents the word "inter-
est" may be substituted for the word "concern". OLher re-
spondents may indicaLe concern not because they are worried

about some negative aspect of the military presence, but in-
stead because they are concerned that the positive aspects
(benefits) of the military presence are not being given
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CONCERN
VARI ABLE

Scale #
1-2

Scal-e #
3-4

Scale #
5-5

Row
Tota l

Sca1e #
l-z

29
22.7

31
29 .1

7
Itr a

67
49.3e"

Scale #
3-4

12
16 .6

LJ

21 .3
12
11.2

49
36.0eo

Scale #
5-6

tr

6.8
3
8.7

12
4.6

20
14 .7e"

Cofumn
Tota 1

46
33 . Be.

59
A) AO,ïJ o T-o

31
aa oo-LL . U'O

136
100.0%

TABLE 1 3

Cross-tabulation cf CONCERN variable by IMPè.CT variable

chi-square d. f. signi f icance cel1s with E.F. < 5

24.68 4 0.0001 1 of 9 (1.1 .1e.)

Number of Missing Observations
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enough attention. s These individuals may hol-d similar atti-
tudes to the members of the Brandon Chamber of Commerce.

That is, they are concerned that the Reserve may shut down

without demonstrated public support. It is assumed that all
respondents v¡ho are concerned about some negative aspect(s)

of the military presence on the Reserve would indicate some

degree of concern on the scale in question 1. Thus, it is
not surprising that it is difficult to sort out the rela-
tionship between the CONCERN variable and respondent strata.

The wording of the IMPACT question was designed to fur-
ther sort out respondents' attitudes. The wording of Lhis

question is Less ambiguous than the CONCERN question. It is
postulated that this factor contributed to the stronger sta-
tistical relationship observed between the IMPACT variabLe

and respondent strata.

The null- hypothesis of independent variables coul-d not be

rejecced for correlations between the CONCERN and IMPACT

variables by the RESDIST variable (ttre distarrce of the re-

spondent's residence from the nearest border of the Reserve

(question 5, section 1 ) ) s. This suggests that the important

criteria differentiating the strata are not necessarily the

This possible explanation is based upon some respondents
who indicated "of great concern" for question 1, section 2
of the landowner questionnaire and strongly agreed that
the impact of the military presence \,¡as very positive.
Cross-tabulations are not shown. However, chi-square vaI-
ues were not significant at 0.05 leve1 to reject the null
hypothesis of independence for any of the wide variety of
categories used for the RESDIST variable.
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distance of the respondent's residence from the nearest

borCer of the Reserve. However, it is reiterated that one

of the differentiating criterion is concluded to be the rel--

ative distance of land owned by the respondent from the Re-

serve boundary.

Cross-tabulations of a number of variables by the vari-
able CONCERN were carried out to determine whether any rela-
tionships were apparent. The variables included in this
cross-tabulation series are listed in Table 14. In only

three of the cross-tabulations could the null hypothesis of

independent variables be rejected (at 0.05 significance l-ev-

e1). These three cross-tabulations are presented in Tables

1 5, 16, and 17 .

Respondents who indicated they had at least one dependent

between the ages of 6 and 12 years (GRADE variable), or be-

tween the ages of 13 and 17 years (TEEN variable) responded

differentl-y to the question of concern than did respondents

without dependents in these age groups (rables 15 and 16).

Àlthough one might expect respondents r.¡ith deoendents to be

more concerned, the reverse appears to be the case (see col-
umn percentages in Tables 15 and 15). The most reasonable

explanation of this phenomenon is that it is a coincidental
relationship which is statistically significant. The error
in the chi-square probably occurred because of the high per-

centage of cells wiLh an expected frequency of less than 5

(37.5e" in each case).
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TÀBLE 14

List of variables cross-tabulated by CONCERN

YRSOWN
LANDUSE
CULTTVO
FORÀGEO
OTHI LO
wooDo
NHAPO
OTHUILO
CULTTVR
FORÀGER
OTHI LR
WOODR

denotes a significant
cross-tabulation with

denotes a significant
cross-tabulation with

chi-square value ( 0.05
CONCERN variable.

chi-square val-ue ( 0.05
IMPÀCT variable.

NHAPR
OTHUI LR
SEAC 2

ÀGE
SEX.
DEPEND
PRESCH
GRÀDE 1

TEEN 1

ADULT
EDUC
HUNT] NG 1

level ) for

level ) for
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TÀBLE 1 5

Cross-tabulation of whether or not respondents have
dependents between the ages of 5 and 12 years (CReog

variable) by CoNCERN

chi-square d.f. significance celIs with E.F.< 5

9.55 3 0.023

1 Count2 Expected Value3 Column Percentage

3 of B (37"5e")

DEPENDENTS/CHILDREN

CONCERN
VARÏ ABLE

None Àt Least One Row
Tota 1

Missing
Values

21
1.72
1 .6eo3

U

0.3
0.0e"

2
1 .4e"

ScaIe #
1-2

67
62
54

0
09o

7
12 .0
t ô -)o,

74
50 . 0e"

Scale #
3-4

3'7
43
29

6
8ea

15
8.4
62.5e"

52
35.1e.

Scale #
5-6

18
1 6.8
1 4 .5e"

2
3.2
o ?o-
I . J'o

20
-l 3.5e"

CoIumn
TotaI

124
83.8e"

24
16 .2e"

148
100.0e.
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TABLE 16

Cross-tabulation of whetl:er or not respondents have
dependents between the ages of 13 and 17 years (TEEN

variable) by CONCERN

chi-square d. f. significance ceIls with E.F. < 5

8.038 3 0.045 3 of I (37 .sÐ

DEPENDENTSiCHILDREN

CONCERN
VARTÀBLE

None At Least One Row
Tota I

Þlissing
VaIues

0
t.5
0 .Oeo

2
0.5
5 .6e"

2
1 .4>"

Scale #
t-¿

troJU

56.0
51 . ge"

16
18.0
44 .4e¿

74
50.0e"

Sca l-e #
3-4

37
39 .4
33.0e"

15
12 .6
41 .7e"

52
)É. I o-JJ.l-o

Scale #
5-6

17
15.1
15 .2e"

JJ

4.9
8.3e"

20
13.s%

Column
Tota l

112
7 5 .7e"

36
24.3e"

148
100.0e"
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TABLE 17

Cross-tabuLation of respondent hunting behaviour (HU¡¡ffNC
variable) by coNcERN

HUNTING BEHAVIOUR

chi-sguare d. f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

7.770 2 0"021 NONE

Number of Missing Observations = 2

CONCERN
VÀRT ABLE

Do Not
Hunt

Hunt Row
Tota l

Sca1e #
1-2

44
37 .5

30
36.s

74
50 .7e"

Scale
3-4

# .J

26 .4
27
25 .6

52
35.6eo

Scale #
5-6

E

10.1
15
9.9

20
13 .7e"

Co 1 umn
Tota l

74
50.7e"

72
49.3e"

146
1 00.0e.
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The l-evel of concern was also found to be related to
whether or not the respondent hunted wildlife (uU¡¡tfNG vari-

able). Respondents who hunt tended to be more concerneo

than respondents who do not hunt (rabre 17). This relation-

ship is not surprising. The Shilo Reserve, as mentioned

earlier in this report, serves to some extent as a wildlife
sanctuarlz. Àlthough DND controls the access of hunters to
the ranges, it also serves as an important hunting area.

Thus, it is not surprising that hunters are more concerned

than non-hunters about military activities and its effects
on the Reserve.

The same variables cross-tabulated by the CONCERN vari-
able (tab1e 14) were cross-tabulated by the IMpAcr variable
to determine whether any rel-ationships were apparent. The

nul-l hypothesis of independent variables could not be re-
jected using a chi-square test and a 0.05 l-evel of signifi-
cance for any correlations except rMPAcr by sEAc (correla-

tions based on aIl respondents) (rable 14).

From Table 18 it is evident that respondents who are

aware of SEÀC tended to agree that the impact of the mili-
tary presence was very positive with greater frequency than

wourd be expected under the assumption of independence (ob-

served=10 expected=5.4) . Those respondents who disagreed

with the IMPACT statemenl did not differ a great deat from

the expected values, whether they were aware of SEAC or not.
Thus, the relationship suggests that respondents who are
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TABLE 1 8

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 8, section 2 (SEAC
variable) by IMPÀcr

AWARENESS OF SEÀC

iMPACT
VÀRI ABLE Yes No

Rotr'
TotaI

Scale ïr
1-2

'10

5.4
35
39.6

45
)) to,J J . U-ô

ScaIe #
3-4

)
J

7.0
56
52.0

59
44.0>"

Scale #
5-6

2

3.6
27
26.4

30
a.) 

^ 
o,L ¿ . Z'o

Column
Tota l

16
1 1 .9e"

118
BB. 1e"

134
100.0e"

chi-square d. f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

1 of 6 (16.7e")7 .27 2 0.026

Number of Missing Observations = 14
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aware of SEAC \.ti1l teno to agree v¡ith increasing intensity

Lhat the irnpact of the military presence is very positive

only if those respondents are not Strongly predisposed to

disagree with the statement. Because the role of SEAC is to

evaluate and monitor the effects of the military presence on

the environment and because its support comes from DND, it

is not surprising that respondents who are av¡are of its ex-

istence feel more secure about the impact of the military

presence in the area. It can be argued that aS more lan-

downers who are not predisposed to a certain attitude toward

the military presence become made aware of the existence of

SEAC, in general, a more positive attitude will be fostered

toward the military Presence. Obviously it appears that

making lccal landowners more aware af SEAC is in the best

interests of DND.1 o

Both IMPACT and CONCERN variables were cross-tabulated by

responses to question 6, section 1 (EFFECT variable) . In

each case the null hypothesis of independent variables could

be re jected using the chi-square test at 0.05 l-eve1 of sig-

nificance (coNcrnN by EFFECT: chi-square=14.42, d.f .=2, P-

value=0.0007; IMPÀCT by EFFECT: chi-square=6.41 , d.f.=2,

P-value=0.04). In both caseS' respondents who indicated

fo Cross-tabulations between IMPACT and SEAC variables were
carried out for each strata separately. Similar tenden-
cies aS those observed for aII respondents were apparent
in the ÀC and NAS strata. The ÀS strata did not show a
similar tendency. However' fot aII individual strata the
number of vatid cases v¡as too low to be considered useful
for statistical analYsis.
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that the mili.tary presence or activities had had a direct

effect on themselves or their property tended to indicate

more concern and a less favourabLe attitude towards the rni1-

itary presence. This is expected because the majority of

the types of effects listed in Part (b) of question 6, sec-

tion 1, can be considered to be negative effects that the

military presence has had on the respondent. l 1 Therefore,

the attitudes of respondents who have been affected by the

m.ilitary presence or activities are conditioned by the na-

ture of that interaction.

Most respondents (79e") have not had any contact with

range control personnel. In addition, most respondents have

not had any contact with administrative personnel (77e").

From examinations of cross-tabulations of the RÀNGE variable

by CONCERN and the ADMIN variable by CONCERN it is apparent

that respondents who contact these individuals tend to have

more "concern" (RANGE by CONCERN: chi-square= 8.14 , d"f..=2,

P-vaIue=0.02; ÀDMIN by CONCERN: chi-square=7.80, d.f..=2,

P-value=O.02 ) . However, cross-tabulations of these two

variables (RÀNGE and ÀDMIN) by IMPACT do not suggest any de-

pendent relationships. Therefore, it appears that only a

Ievel of interest can be readily ascribed to respondents who

have had contact with personnel at Shi1o, and not a particu-

l-ar attitude. This finding suggests that local Iandowners

do not take their concerns about military activities and its

'r 1 A description
those considered

of the effects considered
"negative" is provided in

"positive" and
Appendix E.
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ef f ects directll' to milit.ary personnel.

The null hypothesis of independent variables was arso re-
jected for the correlation of TMpACT and ELEcr (question 12,

section 2) variables (0.05 level of significance). From Ta-

ble 19 it is apparent that respondents who hac contacted an

elected official tended to disagree that the impact of the

military presence was very positive. This is not surpris-
ing, especially considering the wording of quescion 12, sec-

tion 2. The respondents are asked whether they have raised
any of their "concerns" about the military effects with any

elected officials. If respondents had any "concerns" at all
they would be likely to disagree with the IMpAcr state-
ment.. 1 2

A cross-tabulation of the ELEcr (question 12, section 2l

variabre by strata yielded a significant chi-square value
(rable 20). More respondents who are in the Àc stratum have

contacted an erected official than would be expected under

the assumption of independent variables (observed=B expect-

ed=3.1). This finding concurs with the conclusion that re-
spondents owning land in proximity to the Reserve are more

concerned than respondents owning land more distant from the

Reserve "

1 2 A correl-at ion of
icant chi-square
ue=O.007).

CONCERN and ELECT also
value (Chi-square=9.95,

yielded a signif-
d.f .=2, P-va1-
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Cross-tabulation of
el-ected of f i

TABLB 1 9

whether respondents
cial (el,ecr variable)

have contacted an
by IMPACT

ELECT VÀRIÀBLE

IMPACT
VART ÀBLE

No
Contac t

Munc. , DND
or MDNR

Row
Tota I

Scal-e #
t-z

)É.
JJ

34.9
7
1.1

42
)a )o,
JL. J'o

Scale #
3-4

trt
JJ

48.2
5
9.8

58
44 .6e"

Scale #
5-6

20
24.9

10
5.1

30
23 .1e"

Cofumn
Tota 1

108
83.1eo

22
1 6 .9e"

130
100.0e"

chi-square d.f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

8. s9 0.0136

Number of Missing Observations = 18

NONE
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RESPONDENT STRATUM

ELECT
VARI ÀBLE

Adjacent wi thi n
3 Mi les

Non-
Adjacent

Row
Tota I

No
Contac t

11
1E O

20
21 .0

Q/1u=
78.1

115
83 .9e"

Munc,DND
oT MDNR

U

3.1 4.0
9
14 .9

22
16 .1e"

Col umn
Tota I

19
13 .9>"

25
18.2e"

93
67 .9e"

137
'1 00.0e.

TÀBLE 20

Cross-tabulation of whether responcients have contacted an
el-ected official (SI,nCf variable) by respondent strata

chi-square d.f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

-72.66 z ---ilooTã-- ffi

Number of Missing Observations = 11
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Whether or not respondents had contacted an elected offi-

cia] about their concerns provides a good indication of the

strength of their concerns (as evidenced by the significant

chi-square value in Table 19). From Table 19 it is apparent

that only 22 (15e.) respondents had contacted any elected of-

f icials, while 118 (80e") fiaA not. This certainly concurs

with other findings that suggest that in general respondents

are not concerned about military activities on the Reserve.

It also agrees with the finding that there exists a minority

of respondents who have had significant complaints about the

military.

The above reÌationships are useful to explore because of

the potential influence that constituents might have on

their elected officials. It can be assumed that in periods

of time when the lease on the Shilo Reserve is not being ne-

gotiated, elected officials are tikely to receive more com-

ptaints than commendations about the military activities or

presence on the Reserve. This is because there is little

incentive for local residents to make their elected repre-

sentatives understand how positive they feel toward the mil-

itary presence during times when the existence of the Base

is not in jeopardy. The results of this survey, however,

suggest that for the general area surrounding the ReServe,

the majority of local landowners at least mildly agree that

the impact of the Reserve is very positive and, in general,

they are not concerned about activíties on the Reserve.
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This informa*.ion should be of use to politicians as they

deal with the complaints relative to the military presence,

especialì.y in light of the fact that leasing agreements have

been negotiated about every ten years and elected officials

are usually elected for three to four year terms. That is,

el-ected of f ic ials mal, be abl-e to deal- with complaints more

effectively given knowledge of the general attitudes and

perceptions of their constituents.

4.3 AWÀRENESS OF LEASING AGREEMENT

Two cross-tabulations are particularly important in ad-

dressing the second general hypothesis of the study. These

invol-ve respondents' awareness of the leasing agreement be-

tween DND and MDNR (lneSe variable; question 9, section 2)

and responses to the CONCERN and IMPÀCT questions (tables 21

and 22).

In both cases ( i.e. , f or both attitude questions) ttre

nuI1 hypothesis of independence could not be rejected at the

0.05 l-eveI of significance. Âlthough no specific relation-
ship had been hypothesized it had been expected that respon-

dents who were aware of the l-ease would be at least slightly
less concerned about military activities on the Reserve, but

also less favourable in their attitude about the impact of

the military presence. Concern was expected to decrease

with increased awareness of the lease because it was hypoth-

esized that respondents would feel more secure in the
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TABLE 21

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 9, section 2
(reaSe variable) by CONCERN

AWÀRENESS OF LEASE

chi-square d.f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

1.91 2 0.38s

Number of Missing Observations = 5

1 of 6 (16.7e")

CONCERN
VÀR] ÀBLE

Yes
Completely

No, not
Completely

Row
Tota l-

ScaIe #
1-2

10
7.6

62
64 .4

72
50.3e"

ScaLe
3-4

J¿
tf 4

tr?
47
45.7

51
?tr 10,

Scale #
5-6

1

2.1
19
17 .9

20
14"0e"

Col-umn
Tota 1

15
'1 0.5e"

128
89.5e"

143
100.0e.
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TÀBLE 22

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 9, section 2
(rrase variable) by TMPACT

ÀWARENESS OF LEASE

chi-square d.f. significance ceIls with E.F.< 5

i .28 2 0.527 1 of 6 (16.7e")

Number of Missing Observations = 15

IMPACT
VARI ABLE

Yes
Completely

No, not
Completely

Row
Tota Ì

Scal-e #
1-2

7
5.1

3B
?o o

45
a) oo-JJ. U_o

Scale #
3-4

5
6.5

É.)
JJ

51.5
EOJO
n a îo,
= J . \J-o

Scale #
5-6

3
tÀ

27
26 .6

30
22.6e"

Cofumn
TotaI

't 5
1 1 )o-I I . J-o

118
88.7e"

133
100.0e"
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knowledge that DND had extended legal obligations as a te-

nant on the Reserve (Sg. the establishment of SEAC). A

Iess favourable attitude toward impact was expected because

many of the environmental probiems were emphasized in the

agreement (gg. f i re control , leafy spurge control , etc . ) .

Cross-tabulaLions of IMPÀCT by LEÀSE for each strata sep-

arately could not be used for statistical analysis because

of a low number of valid cases per strata. However, it is

evident that respondents in the AC stratum vrere more aware

of the leasing agreement than respondents in either the AS

or NAS strata, and respondents in the ÀS stratum were more

aware than those in the NAS stratum. These tendencies

should have increased the likelihood that the nul1 hypothe-

sis of independence could have been rejected for the corre-

lation between the TMPACT and LEÀSE variables. This is be-

cause of the relationship between responses to the impact

variable and the strata (under the assumption that increased

awareness of the lease and an unfavourable attitude toward

the military are positivellz related). Thus, it cannot be

concluded that a respondent's awareness of the leasing

agreement has an influence on that individual's attitude to-
ward the military presence or activities.

One respondent did spec i f ically mention the influence

that an awareness of the leasing agreement had on his level

of concern:

". . .we do feel that we should be kept aware of
what negotiations are being made when they are
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srgnrng contracts for rental. This past contract
wgs signed by two levels of government, only to
dí scover that al-1 the road allowances had b.en
turned over to German forces. Às we hav€ land
from Stockton Ferry to park, all_ along the river
lre were greatly concerned. " 1 3

Perhaps rather than concentrating on trying to determine the

effect that an ah'areness of the leasing agreement has on at-
titudes, future survey studies shourd concentrate on isolat-
ing and evaluating probtem issues so Lhat they may be deal_t

with before new agreements are signed. A section later in
this chapter will utilize the responses to the survey to
isclate some of the issues of importance to respondents.

4.4 THE EFFECT OF MUN]CIPALTTY OF RESIDENCE

Table 23 shows

residencela by st

variables was not

cance. 1 s However,

lationship will be

the cross-tabulation of

rata. A chi-square test
signi f icant at the 0.05

because of the low number

examined descript ively.

munic ipaliLy of

for independent

level of signifi-
of cases the re-

I 3 À11 additional comments made by respondents are document-
ed in Àppendix D.

t 4 For sirnplicity respondents not l-iving in the R.M.'s ofcornwalris, oakrand, North cypress, and south cypress were
excluded from this anarysis. Air recodes of vaiiabres forthe purposes of cross-taburations are fixed for each vari-
able unress otherwise indicated. The fixed system of re-
codes employed for each variable is presented in Àppendix
F

I 5 rt shourd be noted that the number of cerls with expected
frequency less than 5 is greater than 20eo of the total
number celrs. under these conditions the chi-sguare test
may be invalid (Mason et aI. 1983).
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TABLE 23

Cross-tabulation of municipality of residence (¡tu¡¡C
variable) by respondent strata

RESPONDENT STRATUM

chi-square d. f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

11 .57 6 0 .0723 5 of 12 (41 .7e")

MUNI CI PAL] TY Adj acent wi rhin
3 Mi les

Non-
Adjacent

Row
Total

Cornwall i s 4
2.9

1

¿" ¿,

18
15.6

23
1g . 4e"

North
Cypre s s

4
4.9

6
1')

28
25.8

3B
30 .4e"

Oa k Iand 0.\.
4.L

3)') 14
11.6

17
13 .6e"

South
Cypress

o
6.0

14
9.0

25
32 .0

47
37 .6ga

CoIumn
Total

16
12.8e"

24
19.2>"

85
68. C

125
100.0e"
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The foll-owing descriptive observations are made: The

R.M. of Cornwaltis appears to be under-represented in the ÀS

stratum and over-represented in the NÀs stratum (tabre 23

observed vs. expected val-ues); the R.M. of Oakland is over-
represented in the AC stratum; and the R.M. of South Cypress

appears to be under-represented in the NÀS stratum. The

differences in the observed and expected values for the R.M.

of North Cypress do not appear to be that large.

These apparent discrepancies may be the result of differ-
ences in response rates for different municipalities. This

suggests that attitudes toward the military presence may

vary by municipality. However, cross-tabulations of munici-
pality of residence by responses to the iwo attitude ques-

ti.ons (CO¡¡CERN and IMPACT variables) for each strata, in

combination and separatei-y, did not suggest any significant
rerationships. Further cross-taburations of municipality of

residence by responses to question 3, section 2, of the lan-
downer questionnaire showed that respondents in the NAS

stratum differ significantry on the basis of municipality in

their perceptions as to whether the economic returns gener-

ated off the Reserve by the influx of West German Àrmy per-

sonnel was a benefit or not(see Table 24). Respondents from

the R.M.'s of Cornwallis and Oakland in the NAS stratum all
agreed that economic returns generated by the influx of west

German Army personnel were benefits attributable to the mi1-

itary presence. A smaller percentage of respondents from
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TABLE 2+

Crcss-tabulation of municipal-ity of residence by responses
to question 3(b), section 2 (ECOWESTG variable)(NeS stratum

only)

MUNI CT PALI TY

chi-square d.f . signif icance cells witLr E.F.< 5

%91 3 0.0194 4 of. I (50.0e.)

ECOWESTG
VÀRI ABLE

Cornwall i s Nor th
Cypress

Oa k land South
Cypress

Row
Tota 1

Yes 15
12.3

15
16.3

9
7.3

10
13.1

49
81 .7e"

No 0
2.8

5
3.7

0
1.6

6
2.9

11
18.3e"

Column
Tota l

15
25.0e"

20
') ) )o,
JJ o J-o

9
15.oeo

16
26.7e"

60
100.0e"
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the R.M.'s of South Cypress and North Cypress in the NA,S

stratum were convinced of this. This tendency was not borne

out in the other strata. However, the other strata have

very low numbers of valid responses.

cross-tabul-ations of municiparity of residence and re-
sponses to question 4, section 2, for each strata also sug-

gested some dependent relationships. In general, respon-

dents from the R.M. of cornwall-is tended to disagree that
the problem items listed in question 4 were problems, while
respondents from the R.M. of south cypress tended to agree

that the problem items listed were problems.

Thus, based on response tendencies within municiparities
it can be argued that the effect of the geographicar dis-
tance of a respondent's land holdings from the Reserve (as

represented by the different strata) on attitudes and per-
ceptions is somewhat complicated by the respondent's munici-
pal-ity of residence. This argument can be used to explain
the response frequencies evidenced in Table 23. Respondents

from the R.M. of south cypress tended to perceive more prob-

lems associated with the military presence and therefore
would be expected to have a high response rate to the ques-

tionnaire. rn addition, those respondents owning rand in
proximity to the Reserve (ttre ac stratum) arso had more in-
terest and generated a higher response rate (tabre 23). The

combined effect is that respondents in the AC stratum in the

R.M. of south cypress wourd have the highest response rate
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relative to other strata in the municipality, and reLative
to other rnunicipaliLies in that strata. The opposite is the
case for the R.M. of cornwarris. À row level of concern was

associated with the I'tÀs. Therefore, ês is apparent in Table

23, the R.M. of cornwallis v¡as over-represented in the NÀs.

rn the Background segment of this report it is implied
that the R.M. of south cypress tends to be more negatively
than positively affected by the mir-itary presence. (r.or ex-
ample, the grants in lieu of taxes issue). This irnplied
tendency is borne out by the results of the survey. The

R.M. of south cypress is located directly south of the Re-

serve. The southern and south-eastern portion of the Re-

serve contains two rnajor firing ranges corogne and Deil-
inghofen (rigure 6). These are only two of five major

firing ranges on the Reserve, but they are the cl-osest to
the Reserve boundary. Because of. their proximity to these
ranges the potential for annoyance from military activities
is, therefore, greater for residents of South cypress than
for other surrounding municipalities. Àlternatively, the
R.M. of cornwallis is directly connected with the economic

centre of the shilo Reserve the shito townsite -- and

relativery more removed than the R.M. of south cypress from

major artillery ranges.

The above arguments have concentrated on the infruence of
the municipality of residence of respondents. However¡ rìu-

nicipality of resicence, with respect to its influence on
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attitudes, is like1y a secondary measure of the respondent's

proxirnity to military firing ranges and/or a tine between

Brandon and shiro. That is, political boundaries are not

likeJ-y to be a primary influence on landowner attitudes, but

rather, attitudes are more J-ikely influenced by the respon-

dent's proximity to the various forms of military activity.
This hypothesis shourd be tested in future surveys in the

area.

4.5 LOCÀL GOVERNMENT OPINION

The views of 1ocalIy el-ected officials can be used to
provide some insights into the attitudes and perceptions of

rocal randowners. This is especially true for assessments

of differences in attitudes and perceptions between munici-
pal it ies. The percept ions of the rocally elected of f ic ials
interviewed are summarized in Table 25.

4.5. 1 R.M. of South Cypress

The Reeve indicated that for the R.M. of South Cypress,

friction with DND does exist. He indicated that the sources

of friction seem to be isolated instances that add up. For

exampre, êt the time of the interview the issue of the clo-
sure of road allowances on the Reserve $¡as generating some

concern in South Cypress. Thus, it is not surprising that
the municipar government strongry disagrees that the impact

of Lhe military presence is very positive (rable 25). A1-

though many residents of South Cypress have no concerns
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TÀBLE 25

Summary of Responses by Local Government Officials

Municipality
or Town

South
Cypre ss

Cornwallis

Quest ion 1

Nor th
Cypre s s

Overall Concern of
Munc. or Town

Carberry

3r

Glenboro

Wawa¡lesa

Six-point scale for Question

Six-point scale for Question

Six-point scale for Question

Six-point scale for Question

Not applicable.

1

Quest ion 2

Overall Concern of
Proximal Residents

3

42

1

3

NÀ5

Question 3

1:

NA

Overall Impact
of Reserve

2z

1=
6=
1=
6=
1=
6=
1=
6=

NÀ

3:

63

of absolutely no concern
of great concern
of absolutely no concern
of great concern
strongly agree (impact very positive)
strongly disagree
strongly agree (adequate amount of information)
strongly disagree

5:

.l

2

2

Question 6

1

Amount of
Information

2

4a

106 -

2

2

3

5



about the Reserve, scme residents are very concerned and

their concerns are echoed by the municipal- authority.

The Reeve of South Cypress indicated that there real-Iy

were no benefits accruing to the municipality as a resuLt of

the mi I i tary presence . He did, however , ac knowledge that

economic benefits were available to other regions; especiat-

ly the City of Brandon. The Reeve indicated that noise and

vibration, limited access to roads (especially in the win-

ter), and the collecLion of taxes from DND were problem is-

SUCS.

Finally, the Reeve indicated that the municipality commu-

nicates with the administration at CFB Shilo as problems

arise, and that there was no difficulty in establishing this
communication.

4,5.2 R.M. of Cornwall-is

In contrast, the Reeve of the R.M. of Cornwallis vras to-
taIly positive toward the military presence on the Reserve.

He al-so believed that residents living in proximitl'to the

Reserve would have absolutely no concerns because many were

retired or former army personnel.

The Reeve of Cornwallis also agreed that the economic ac-

tivity occurring outside the Reserve because of the military
presence, the economic returns generated off the Reserve by

Lhe influx of West German Army personnel, and the social
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(cuitural) interaction of West German soldiers with Canadi-

ans were benefits owing to the existence of the Military Re-

serve. He al-so indicated that the R.M. of Cornwall i s ben-

efitted from the access to some of, the recreational and

shopping facilities at Shilo. The Reeve did not bel.ieve

that any of the problem items listed in question 5 of the

IocaI government questionnaire were problems, even though

some of the items listed, he said, did occur. He indicated

that any problems arising are taken care of by the military.

The Reeve indicated that there vras "very good" communica-

tion between the R.M. of Cornwallis and the administration

at CFB Shilo.

4.5.3 R.M. of North Cypress

The Reeve of the R.M. of North Cypress described the

overall feeling of the municipality as a whole as one of ab-

solutely no concern ( scale number tt 1 r' ) about the mi 1i tary
activities occurring on the Reserve (fable 25). However, he

believed that the overall feelings of residents in proximity

to the Reserve would be characterized by slightly more con-

cern (scale number "3"). He reasoned that these residents

sometimes feel threatened by fires cn the Reserve.

The Reeve of North Cypress stated that the economic re-

turns generated of the Reserve by the influx of West German

Army personnel was the greatest benefit that the military
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presence provided to North Cypress. The benefit is realized

in the form of taxes collected on buildings which the German

Àrmy occupies. The Reeve, however, also agreed that the

other two benefit items l-isted in question 4 of the l-ocal

government of f ic ial quest ionna i re were benef ic ial .

Two of the eleven item problem l-ist were considered prob-

l-ems by the R.M. of North Cypress: controlled burns (and,

more specifically, wildfires), and damage to property from

wildlife originating from the Reserve. Fires were consid-

ered the most signif icant of the two problerns. Both of

these problems are related to the high percentage of wood-

land area on the North Cypress side of the Reserve. The

woodland is

potentiai for

ble to wildfi

The Reeve

North Cypress

quate.

good habitat for elk and deer ( increasing the

depredation problems) and is highly susceptJ.-

res.

stated that communication between the R.M. of

and the administration at CFB Shilo is ade-

4.5.4 Local Government Opinion Relation to Respondents

The perceptions of the Reeves interviewed appear to re-

flect the perceptions of their respective constituents. Re-

spondents from the R.M. of South Cypress seem to have the

greatest concerns about the military presence I of the four

municipalities in question, and their attitudes are echoed

1n
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by the Reeve of south cypress. Respondents from the R.M. of
Cornwallis tend to have the most favourable attitudes toward

the miritary, and this tendencl,- is supported by the Reeve.

The Reeve of south cypress generally views the military
presence in a l-ess favourable light than most respondents in
his constituency. However, he tends to perceive only a few

specific problems related to the military, even though many

more problems are perceived by some of his constituents.
The Reeve of cornwallis generally views the military pres-
ence in a more favourable right than respondents in his con-

stituency. ln addition, he perceives no probl-ems rerated to
the military,
problems.

even though some of his constituents perceive

4.5.5 Local lncorporated Towns

The Mayors of G]enboro and carberry indicated that they
had absorutely no concern about miritary activities on the
Reserve. The Mayor of wawanesa also indicated 1ittle con-

cern, however, not to the extreme of the other two Mayors.

À11 three Mayors agreed that the overall impact of the mili-
tary presence was positive (table 25) 

"

The Mayor of Carberry

items in question 4 of the

The Mayors of Glenboro and

nomic benefit items listed

agreed with the list of benefit
loca1 government questionnaire.

[,Iawanesa agreed to the two eco-

in question 4, but did not know
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whether the social- in+-eraction of west German soldiers wich

canadians was a benefit. Arl three Mayors considered the

economic activity generated outside the Reserve because of

the military presence to be the greatest overal-r benefit of

the three items. The Mayor of carberry added that the mili-
tary is very herpful and cooperative, and provide recrea-
t ional fac i I i t ies when ava i labIe . The Mayor of l.Tawanesa

arso indicated the benefit of access to the recreational fa-
cilities aL shilo and added that school children benefit
from field trips to the Shilo Military Museum.

All three Mayors agreed that wildrife disturbance was a

probrem associated with the Reserve. Limited access to
roads is considered a problem at certain times by both the

Mayors of carberry and wawanesa. The Mayor of Grenboro

agreed Lhat the loss of agricultural land to the Reserve was

a probrem. The Mayor of carberry also added that fires in
spring were a concern.

Both the Mayors of carberry and Grenboro agreed that
there was an adequate amount of information provided to the

pubric about military activities and their effects on the

Reserve, and communication with cFB shilo eras not a probrem.

The Mayor of r.Tawanesa disagreed. He reported that tt¡e town

received most of its information through the media.

The perceptions of the Mayors, as determined from their
responses, relative to those of the Reeves interviewed are a
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4.c.

4.6

function of the difÍerences in their experiences with the

Reserve. The perceptions of the Ma¡zors are generally posi
ttive toward the military. It is likely that the Mayors

views are representative of their respective constituents

because the views or alI three Mayors are fairl-y consistent.

I t i s al-so 1i keJ-1' that i f some res idents of any of these

towns were greatly concerned about matters related to the

Military Reserve, the Mayor of that town would echo those

concerns.

PERCETVED BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

.1 Benefits

Àlthough thus far the analysis has shown that in general

respondents were not overly concerned about the military
presence on the Reserve, it is still useful to examine the

perceptions of respondents with respect to the benefits and

costs of the existence of the rnilitary Reserve. In addi-
tion, there are a number of respondents (although a minori-
ty) who hold unfavourabte attitudes toward the military
presence, and their perceptions of the costs of the military
presence are particularly important. The analysis in this
section will be concentrated on responses to questions 3, 4,

and 5 of section 2 of. t.he landowner questionnaire, as welI

as additional comments supplied by respondents.

Table 26 shows the frequency distribution
each benefit item listed in question 3, sect

of

ion

responses to

2 of the
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TABLE 26

Frequency distribution of responses tc benefit items in
question 3, section 2 (ECOACT, ECOWESTG and SOCIÀL

var rables )

RESPONSES

1 Figures in brackets are percentages of total = 148.

VARI ÀBLE Yes No Don' t
Know

Mi ss ing
Cases

ECOACT 89 ( 60.1 ) 1 16(10.8) 36(24.3) 7(4.7)

ECOWESTG 85 ( 58.1 ) 14(9.s) 41 (27 .7 ) 7(4,7)

SOCT ÀL 33 (22 .3) 1s(10.1) 92(62.2) 8(5.4)
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landowner guestionnaire. The majority of respondents (60e")

agreed that the economic activity generated outside the Re-

serve because of the military presence was a benefit, while
11e" indicated it was not. This finding suggests that most

respondents perceive the military presence as generating ec-

onomic benefits to the surrounding area.

Again, a majority of respondents (58e") rgreed that the

economic returns generated off the Reserve by the influx of

west German Àrmy personnel- was a benef it , whi le only 1 0e. did
not (table 26). This finding suggests that the majority of

respondent perceive that the presence of the west German

Àrmy generates revenue and other economic benefits in the

area.

Most respondents (62e") indicated they did not know if the

interaction of vlest German soldiers with canadians h'as a

benefit (tabre 26). The wording of the question rends it-
self to many interpretations, and therefore is probabry re-
sponsibre for the confusion. Perhaps the word 'culturail
shourd be substituted for 'social' for future studies of

this issue.

Table 27 shows the freguency distribution of responses to
the question on which of the three potentiar benefits listed
is of the greatest overall benefit. sixty one (41e") respon-

dents chose the item listing the economic activity generated

because of the military presence to be of the greatest
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F requency

TÀBLE 27

distribution of responses to guestion
2 (neNnFrr variabte)

3a , sect ion

GREATEST OVERALL BENEFIT

lvanrABLE I

I I Response Freguency I percentage

ECOÀCT 61 41 .2e"

tt
tt

Cases | |

TOTÀL 148

Valid Cases = i06

'100.0e"
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overafl benefít. Forty two (28e") respondents did not answer

the question. It is likely that many of the non-responders

could not decide between the benefit items. overarl, how-

ever, the majority of respondents perceive some benefits of
the military presence and the majority of these believe that
the economic activity generated because of the miritary
presence is of the greatest overaLl benefit.

À totaL of 30 respondents risted other benefits in re-
sponse to question 5, section 2, some of these additional
benefits overlap with the list of benefits provided in gues-

tion 3, section 2. However, each listing is considered of
special interest because the additional effort required to
write out a perceived benefit suggests strong conviction in
that perception.

six respondents indicated that the economic returns to
Brandon are a benefit of the military base. six other re-
spondents indicated that military training on the base is of
benefit. six respondents indicated that the additionar em-

proyment opportunities the Base provides for area residents
is beneficial. one respondent made the point very crear
with this comment:

"I f it v¡ere not f or the Germans at Shilo and theBritish at Suffieldl6 we wouldn't have much of a
tank army in Canadar we badly need these bases."

16 The respondent is referring to cFB suffield, Alberta.
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Three respondents claimed that the military base was in an

ideal l-ocat icn , suggest ing that i t was benef ic ial to make

good use of the Reserve land. Às one respondent stated:

"The Shilo base is located on sandy waste land. I
am pleased to see the land used construct iveJ-y. "

Two respondents indicated that the access to amenities at

the ShiIo townsite were a benefit. Other benefits which

were listed included: the availability of military assis-

tance durirrg disasters and emergencies; social- opportunities

and social functions on the Base; well maintained roads; the

military as good neighbours; military controi of access to

the Reserve, thus protecting the natural environment; con-

trolled burns carried out by the military provide succulent

tender growth for eIk; the availability of soldiers to em-

ploy during harvest; and general economic benefits. Thus,

respondents listed a wide variety of benefits of the mili-

tary presence, some of which consider general benefits to

the area and some which involve personal experiences.

4 .6 .2 Problems

Table 28 shows the frequency distribution of responses to

each problem item listed in question 4, section 2. The ma-

jority of respondents (51s¿) did not agree that noise was a

problem. It is likely that a respondent's perception of

noise is influenced by the respondent's attitude toward the

military, proximity to high-use areas of the Reserve (firing

ranges), and duration of residency in the area. This
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TÀBLE 28

Frequency distribution of responses to problem items in
question 4, section 2

RESPONSES

VART ABLE Yes No Don't
Know

Mi ssing
I Cases

NOI SE ls1(34.5)1 l7s(50.7)114(e.s) I 81s.4r
WI LDL 166(44.6) lss(37.2) | 23(1s.s) | 4(2.7)

BURNS 161 (41.2) 145(30.4) 1 36(24.3) l 6(4.-I
VEGTN 147(31.8) ls2(3s.1) | 41(27.7)l B(s.4)

LSPURGE 164(43.2) 131 (20.e) 150(33.8) | 3(2.0)
FERRY i11 (7.4) ls4(36.s) l78(52.7)l sl=.zI

POÀCH 134(23.0) 143(2e.1 ) | 64(43.2) | 7(4.7)

HUNT I s7(38.5) 147 (31.8) | 38(2s.7) | 6t4.lr
ROÀDS 157(38.5) ls0(33.8) | 36(24.3) | s(3.4)
AGLOSS 130(20.3) l86(58.1)125(16.e) | 7(4.7)

DEPRED 141 (27.7) 163(42.6)l3e(26.4)l 5G.z-f

r Figures in brackets are percentages of total = it48.

5s(37 .2) 177 (52.0) I 6(4.1
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concLusion is made based on inferences from comments made by

a number of respondents. Two respondents made comments

which are good examples of this idea:

"...Shi1o has always been there since I can remem-
ber. It's a fact of life I hardì_y think of be-
cause f'm so used to its presence."

"T have Iived,/worked at ShiIo periodically for
over 30 years. I firmly believe the "Base" is a
"God-send" to Brandon and area (economically). Às
we live about 7 miles from Shilo r.¡e of ten hear the
guns firing, but they have litt1e affect on us as
f.ar as noi se i s concerned. "

some common el-ements can be found in comments made by a

number of respondents with respect to the probrem of noise.
These are: artilJ-ery fire (noise) on evenings and weekends

(especially sunday mornings); vibrations from shelling rat-
tling windows and shaking the foundations of houses; and

noise as a nuisance to both individuars and livestock. some

comments by respondents which exemplify these elements are

provided below:

". . .As mentioned in this questionnaire, there is
concern for the effect of Cfre very heavy artillery
fire on our brick house, the windows of which ratl
tIe quite severely during the firiDg."
"...The shooting is very disturbing at most times,
especially in the P.M.. Our house vibrates, win-
dows are shook loose, etc."
"The noise is so bad that there are nights when r¡reget no sleep at all. The bomb and she11 shock is
so strong that plaster in the house is cracked,
the pictures jump on the wall, the doors open and
the windows rattle. The noise also make the cat-
t1e very restless."

"Too much noise from bombing or shooting on Sunday
mornings. Wil-t be quiet during the week Uut rnost
Sunday mornings (earty) it is so loud the house
vibrates. "
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The Mayor of carberry arso indicated that arthough he did
not consider noise to be a probtem, it seemed to get worse

on weekends. obviously, respondents who have noise and vi-
bration problems feel strongly about the issue.

Sixty-six (45e") resporrdents cons idered w i ldl i fe di stur-
bance to be a problem, while 55 (37e") aia not (tabre 28).

The cross-taburation of wILDL (question 4(b), section 2) by

RESDIST (rable 29) should aid in the assessment of these
perceptions, âs well as hetp to explain why the nul_l hy-
pothesis of independent variables could not be rejected for
the cross-taburations of RESDIST by IMpÀcT and coNrcERN. Re-

spondents who live more than 10 miles (16km) from the Re-

serve border tended to consider wirdtife disturbance a prob-

lem with greater frequency than expected (observed=20

expected=13.6)(under the assumption of independence). In
addition, respondents who live in proximity to the Reserve

di sagreed that wi ldl i f e di sturbance was a probJ-em w i th
greater than expected frequency. perhaps residents in prox-
imity to the Reserve tend to have greater direct experience

wiLh wildlife on the Reserve, and therefore tend noi to be

concerned about wildlife disturbance.

bordering the Reserve commented:

As one respondenL

" . . . I n regard to wi ldt i fe in our area, border ing
the Shilo range, there seems to be plentiful numl
ber of deer, e1k, coyote, etc. I welcome the op-portunity to fiIl in this questionnaire, as a
hunter and conservationist my concern would be to
maintain this area's rich and diverse wildlife ha-
bitat."
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TABLE 29

Cross-tabulation of respcnses to question 4 (b) (wrr,or,
variable) by distance of residence from nearest border of

Reserve (nuSnrST variable)

DISTANCE OF RESTDENCE

chi-square d.f. significance ce1ls with E.F.< 5

8.54 2 0.01 33 NONE

'rIï LDL
VARÏ ABLE

wirhin
3 Mi les

4 to '1 0
Mi Ies

Over 1 0
Mi les

Row
Tota 1

Yes 12
15.3

3+
37 .1

2A
13.6

66
54 . 5e"

No 16
12.7

34
30.9

5
11 .4

55
45 .5e"

CoIumn
Tota I

2B
a) 10-
LJ o l'o

6B
56.2e"

25
20 .7e"

121
100.0e"
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In order to evaluate why respondents J-iving at different
distances from the Reserve felt differently about the gues-

tion of wildlife disturbance the reasons behind their per-
ceptions must be determined. This is a question for future
perception studies of the area.

That perceptions aboui wildlife disturbance differed v¡ith
the respondent's proximity to the Reserve perhaps explains
why overall attitude and residence distance from the Reserve

cannot be said to be dependent. some of the factors that
infruence attitudes toward the military, such as percepLions

of the issue of wildlife disturbance, tend to increase in
importance to respondents as one moves greater distances
from the Reserve boundary.lT Àlternativery, factors such as

the perceptions of the issue of property depredation by

wildlife (described iater in this ch.apter) decrease in im-
portance with respondent distance from the Reserve. Because

17 rt is acknowredged that the term "wi1dlife disturbance,,
may be interpreted in different ways by different respon-dents. For example, some respondents might interpret ãam-age to their property ( fencelines, croþs, etc.) to bewildrife disturbance. However, the appãrent relationship
between perceptions of wirdlife distuitance and residencèdistance from the Reserve boundary suggests that most re-
spondents were not associating wirdlife disturbance withdepredation. À cross-tabulation of wrLDL and DEpRED vari-ables did not yield a significant chi-square value (chi-
sguare=3.05, d. f .=.1 , p-value=0.0909) (taute 3o). rt seemslikely that agreement by respondents with the two problem
items was probably associateã with overarr "negatii¿e" at-titudes toward the military. The cross-Laburalion in Ta-ble 30 does not suggest that respondents confused wirdrife
disturbance with depredation. ri is most likely that most
respondents who indicated that wi ldl i f e di sturbance Ì.ras aproblem did so because they berieved that miritary activi-ties were in some way degrading the wirdrife enviionment.
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TÀBLE 3O

Cross-tabulation of DEPRED variable by WILDL variable
(question 4, section 2)

chi-square d.f. significance ce1ls with E.F.< 5

3.05 1 0.0809 NONE

WI LDL
VÀRI ABLE

Yes No Row
Tota l

Yes 23
1B.B

LJ

29.2
48
49.5e"

No 15
19 .2

34
29.8

49
50 . 5e"

Column
Tota l

3B
39.2e"

59
60 . Be"

97
100.0e.
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an attitude toward the military presence is influenced by

many Íactors, it is very dif f icult to precisely def ine cause

and effect relationships.

One conclusion that can be readily drawn from this com-

plexity is that the direct experience of a respondent with

an issue influences his/her perception of that issue. Many

respondents who agreed that wildlife disturbance was a prob-

lem are J-ikely not to have had direct experience with the

issue because much of the concern was from respondents more

distant from the Reserve. It is likely that their percep-

tions were influenced more by public opinion (media reports,

etc . ) than by personal exper ience. As stated previously,

respondents owning land adjacerrt to the Reserve are rela-

tively more concerned than respondents owning land not adja-

cent to the Reserve. This conclusion suggests that respon-

dents owning land adjacent to the Reserve, but residing some

distance away from the Reserve, are less influenced by pub-

lic opinion on issues related to the Reserve.

Sixty-one (41e") respondents agreed that controlled burns

were a problem, whi le 45 ( 30e.) aia not (table 28) . The

question is susceptible to a number of interpretations.

However, fires do appear to be a concern of many respondents

for primarily one or both or the following reasons;

1. the threat of wildfires; and/or

2. the destruction of vegetation on the Reserve.
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The issue of wildfires was not raised in question 4, section

2, but three respondents listed it as another probl_em. Con-

cerns about the degradation of the environment were echoed

in comments from a number of respondents. One respondent

made his view clear with the following comment:

". . . .During summer months, on many occasions we
see smoke from fires on the Shilo ranges and we
are concerned as to Lheir effect on the fragile
ecology there..."

Slightly more respondents disagreed than agreed that veg-

etation trampling on the Reserve was a problem (table 28).

In addition, a relatively high percentage of respondents in-

dicated they did not know if it was a problem. These find-

ings suggest that relative to its influence on perceptions

about wildlife disturbance, public opinion has not played as

great a role in shaping respondents' perceptions toward veg-

etation trampling. The high degree of uncertainty may also

be related to the fact that the vast majority of respondents

(87e" ) were not ar.¡are of the ex i stence of SEÀC. Had they

been aware, they probably woul-d have heard of the various

vegetation studies SEAC is planning.

À majority of respondents agreed that the proliferation
of leafy spurge and other noxious weeds was a problem asso-

ciated with the military presence (table 28) " Again, a rel-
atively high percentage of respondents indicated they did

not know if the proliferation was a problem. À number of

respondents who made additional comments mentioned leafy
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spurge specificaJ-1y. It seems apparent that although "other

noxious weeds" are mentioned in the guestion, respondents

recognized the proliferation of leafy spurge to be the is-
sue. Frcm these comments it is afso apparent what opinions

were reflected by the resÞonses to the leafy spurge ques-

tion. lndividuals who agreed that it $¡as a problem associ-

ated with the military believe that the mil-itary is at least
partiaJ-Iy responsible for the spread of the weed. With ref-
erence to the Shilo Reserve, one respondent commented:

"...but I do know that the noxious weeds are not
kept under control."

No significant dependent relationship could be observed

between respondents who agreed the proliferation of leafy
spurge and other noxious weeds was a problem associated with

the military and the respondents' personal experience with

leaf y spurge (r'or LSPURGE by SPURGET: chi-square=O.006,

d. f. =1 , P-value=0.98 i tor LSPURGE by SPURDIST: chi -
square=2.09, d.f .=2, P-value=0.35). Theref ore, perceptions

about the proliferation of leafy spurge do not appear to de-

pend on personal experience with the weed or the distance

from the Reserve of a spurge infestation on a respondent's

property.

Based on comments from respondents who disagreed that
leafy spurge proliferation vras a problem, it is like1y that

some individuals who indicated they did not know about the

problem item did so because they were unsure that military
activities were responsible.
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I ndividuals who felt that the prol i ferat ion of leafy
spurge and other noxious weeds r.¡as not a problem associated

with the miritary presence did so not because weed infesta-
tions are not a probJ-em, but because they did not believe
that military activities were responsible. As one respon-

dent put it:

". . .Às for leafy spurge,
been around for years,
German troops are surely
spread as some educated
Iieve. "

rest assured that it has
and the Shilo troops or
not responsible for its'
people want us to be-

Apparently the media coverage of this issue has not had an

effect on the perceptions of all local landowners.

The majority of respondents (89e") indicated they either
disagreed or did not know whether damage to the stockton and

Treesbank Ferries was a problem associated with the military
presence (Tabre 28). This is not surprising because there
has been no damage to the Ferries which has been associated

with the military presence (e.C. plaetinck, Secretary Treas-

urer, R.M. of South Cypress, pers. comm. ) . This finding
suggests that the majority of respondenLs who agreed that
any problems on the list of problem items in question 4,

section 2, t¡ere problems v¡ere doing so on an issue to issue

basis. That is, most respondents cognizant of problems gave

some thought to the issues before answering the items in
question 4. Eleven (7e") respondents agreed that damage to
the Ferries r.¡as a problem. These respondents likely hold

such strong unfavourabre attitudes toward the military that
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they perceive any issue related to the military presence to

be a probiem. These indiviouals are likely to have dis-

agreed that any benefit items listed in question 3, sectíon

2, v¡ere benefits. This argument is supportive of the previ-

ous conclusion that. there are a small number of local- l.an-

downers who hold strong unfavourable attitudes toward the

military presence on the Reserve.

Most respondents indicated they did not know (52e") wheth-

er ground water contamination was a problem (tab1e 28). It
wouLd be interesting for future studies on the effect of the

media on perceptions to re-issue this question after the is-
sue i s reported through the rnedia. Also notewort,hy i s the

prese¡lce of the small minority ( 10 respondents in this case)

who hold strong unfavourable attitudes toward the mitítary
presence.

Only 34 (23e") respondents perceived poaching to be a

problem related to the Reserve (table 28). From their com-

ments it is apparent that some respondents believe the

poaching problem is the resul-t of military personnel taking

wildlife on the Reserve ilJ-egally. The fact that two re-

spondents, in response to question 5, section 2, listed
hunting by military personnel to be another problern supports

this explanation for perceived poaching problems.

One respondent made the iollowing comment with respect to
poachi ng :
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"...we do have a number of natives poaching at
night. They have come from all parts of the prov-
ince. ln one week last faIl they took out 5 bull
elk and left one dead with a beeper.
during the night hours."

It is like1y that this story is known through

of the farming community in the study area.

is wel-l- known in the area it is a likel-y inf
perceptions of respondents toward poaching.

This was

at l-east part

If this story

Iuence on the

There þrere more respondents who considered limited hunt-

ing access to be a probrem than there were those who did not
(Table 28). Many of the respondents who indicated they did
not know if hunting access vras a problem probably did so be-

cause they do not hunt. À cross-tabulation of hunting be-

haviour (HuNrrNc) and perceptions about hunting access

(guNt) indicates that respondents who perceive hunting ac-

cess problems tend to be hunters (chi-square=A.47 , d. f. =1 ,

P-vaIue=0.03 ) .

More respondents agreed that limited access to roads near

firing ranges during certain times of the year vras a probrem

than disagreed (rable 28). In addition, a number of respon-

dents made special mention of other problems rerated to
roads. Two respondents indicated that heavy military traf-
fic on local roads was a probrem. one other respondent ex-

panded on this probrem by indicating that he berieved the

military lrere responsibre for road deterioration. These re-
sults suggest that the military use of public roads is a

problem issue for some respondents.
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The ma jority of respondents ( 58e") aisagreed that r-oss of

agricultural land was a probrem (tabre 28). This question

and the question of noise as a prob].em seemed to be the eas-

iest for respondents to answer on the list in question 4.

(¡lote the rerat ively smal-l percentage (17e") of "don' t know"

responses (rabre 2B)). Many respondents commented that they

di sagreed that loss of land i,Ias probrem because they did not

feel the Reserve land had much potential for agricurture.
Àlthough two respondents specificatry mentioned the l-oss of

agricultural rand as another probrem associated with the

military presence on the Reserve, a lost opportunity for ag-

riculture on the Reserve does not appear to be a significant
problern according to respondents. In future surveys it
might be interesting to gather perceptions about whether re-
spondents consider the military use of the Reserve to be the

best use of the Reserve.

More respondents (63) disagreed than agreed (41 ) that
depredation was a problem associated with the Military Re-

serve (tabte 2B).18

Tabre 31 lists the series of variables which v¡ere corre-
lated to the respondent strata. chi-square tests for inde-
pendence were used for each correlation. The cross-tabula-
tion of strata by the DEPRED variable (question 4 (I),
section 2) vras the only relationship for which the null

1 I Depredation was
life originating
tionnaire (quest

bed as damage
the Reserve on
), section 2).
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TABLE 31

List of sel-ected variables cross-tabulated wiih respondent
st rata

ECOÀCT
ECOWESTG
SOCT AL
NOI SE
WI LDL
BURI.¡S
VEGTN
LSPURGE

FERRY
GRVIÀTER
POACH
HUNT
ROADS
AGLOSS
DEPRED i

1 denotes a significant chi-square value (0.05 tevel)
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hypothesis of independent variabl-es could be rejected (at

0.05 level of significance) (raUte 32). Às can be seen in

the cross-tabulation presented in Table 32, respondents from

the A,C siratum tended to agree more than expected (under the

assumption of independence) tfrat damage to property by wild-
life originating from the Reserve was a probJ-em, while re-

spondents from the NAS stratum tended to agree less than ex-

pected. This can be explained by the fact that property
(crop) damage by wildlife originating from the Military Re-

serve will be concentrated in areas of closest proximity to
the Reserve.

This association between perceptions of depredation and

respcndent stratum is therefore an important consideration
in the isolation of problem issues in the area around the

Reserve. That is, the issue is important to residents olrn-

ing land adjacent to the Reserve.

Respondents v¡ere asked to rank the three worst problem

items from the list of twelve presented in question 4. For

the purposes of analysis, the rankings are first given val-
ues: the worst problem receives a value of three (3); the

second worst problem receives a value of two (2); and the

third worst value receives a value of one (1 ). Then the

frequency of each variable in question 4 in each ranking is
multiplied by the value of the particular rank. For exam-

p1e, the variable NOISE was considered the worst problem by

17 respondents, the second worst problem by 7 respondents,
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TAtsLE 32

Cross-tabulation of responses to question 4(1), section 2
(OepRnO variable) by respondent strata

RESPONDENT STRATUM

chi-square d. f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

7 .21 2 0.0272 NONE

DEPRED
VÈ.RT ABLE

Àdjacent wi rhin
3 Mi les

Non-
Àdjacent

Row
Tota I

Yes 10
Ã?

10
o?

21
26 .0

41
40 .6e"

No 4
8.3

1)IJ
1a '7

A)
=J
38. 0

60
59 .4e"

CoÌumn
Tota l-

14
13 . ge"

a)
LJ

22.8e"
64
63 .4e"

101
100.0e"
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and the thi

the overall

The overall

presented i

rd worst problem by 12 respondents.

ranking of the variable l.¡OISE is:
(17 x 3) + (t x 2) + (12 x 1) = 77

rankings for all variables in quest

n descendl.ng order irr Table 33.

The re f ore ,

ion 4 are

The proliferati.on of leafy spurge and other noxious weeds

was perceived to be the worst probJ-em. Vthether this is a

result of the media coverage of the issue or not is not cer-
tain.

The second worst problem perceived Ì{as wildlife distur-
bance, which, as indicated, appears to be negatively related
to the distance of the respondent's residence from the Re-

serve. Its importance provides further evidence that this
problem i ssue contributes to r-he f act that it cannot be con-

cluded that residents living in proximity to the Reserve are

more "concerned" about miritary activities and their effects
occurring on the Shilo Reserve.

The third worst probJ-em perceived vras that of controlled
burns. It is acknowledged that the problem perceived is not

only one of smoke and ashfall, but also of environmental

damage and the threat of wildfires.

The fourth worst perceived problem was noise. This prob-

Iem is mentioned because the difference between its rank and

that of controlled burns is smal1. Apparently for those in-
dividuals who found the noise of military activities to be
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TABLE 33

Overall rankings of problem items
section 2

I i sted in quest ion 4 ,

PROBLEM ITEM RÀNK SCORE

LSPURGE
WI LDL
BURNS
NOI SE
DEPRED
VEGTN
HUNT
ÀGLOSS
POÀCH
ROADS
GRWATER
FERRY

e
b

a
I
d
i
k
h
I
g
f

120
92
79
77
47
47
45
3B
30
30

q

t+
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discurbing ir- was significant probrem. It is J-ikery that
many respondenis associated noise with noise and vibrations.
The excrusion of vibration as a variable on the question-
naire is a limitation in the analysis.

A total of 31 respondents indicated other problems which

they listed ior question 5, section 2. A number of these

have been discussed in some of the preceding secLions deal-
ing with indi.¿idual- probrem items. other problems which

rt¡ere l- i sted by respondents are presented here . These , l i ke

the other benefits listed, should be given speciar atten-
tion.

The fol-lowing can be classi f ied as general problems.

Three respondents indi-cated that unexploded sherls on the

Reserve constituted a threat to their safety and, presum-

abiy, that of the general public. Ànother three respondents

indicated that environmental damage in generar is a concern

and a problem associated with the military activities on the

Reserve. Two respondents indicated that they were worried

about the possibre danger from artirlery fire and concerned

about the presence of the German Army at Shilo. One respon-

dent indicated that the disiribution of the benefits of the

military presence v¡as inequitabre because onry a serect few

area residents realized these benefits.

The folì-owing problems stem primariry from the personal

experiences of the respondent. Three respondents reported
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that military personnel and vehicles had damaged their

crops, and that this disregard for property on the part of

military personnel- was a problem. Two respondents com-

plained that the military presence restricted the access of

pr ivate a i rpJ-anes to a i rways . No further elaboration of

this problem was provided. It woui-d seem that little can be

done to increase access to airways over the Reservef aside

from decreasing the military activities on the ranges. Two

other respondents indicated that restricted access to the

Reserve vras a problem. This may or may not be related to

the road access problem. One respondent reported that he

had had a problem with vandalism by military personnel. Àn-

other respondent complained that the military personnel at

Shilo had a condescending attitude towards civilians.

Two other problems v¡ere listed by two respondents. One

respondent indicated that grasshopper infestations were a

problem associaLed with the military presence.

respondent indicated that military activities
weather disturbances " Since IittIe information

iL is difficult

The other

v¡ere causing

is available

to recommendon either of these phenomena,

any action to deal with them.
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4.7 PERCEPTTONS RELATED TO INFORMÀTTON

rn general-, respondents do not f eer there is an adeqrrate

amount of information provided to the public about miliEarlz

activities and their effects on the shilo Reserve. Tabl-e 34

rists the median oi responses to the adequacy of the amount

of information question (auouNr variable; question 6, sec-

tion 2) to be egual to scaf e number "4" (miIdJ_y disagree).
In addition, scale number rr6' ( strongry disagree ) tas the

highest Íreguency (22e" of respondents) of all scare numbers.

one respondent living in proximity to the Reserve provided

insight into some of the information inadequacies. In ref-
erence to the closure of road allowances the respondent com-

mented:

". . .We then had to do a great deal of phoning aswell as running around to regain access to ourproperties. This is all at our oÌ,¡n expense. This
seems to be always happening. We onJ_y f ind out
af ter everything i s signed and seal_ed. . . "

rt shourd be noted that 18 (12e") respondents did not an-

swer question 6, section 2. rt is like1y that these respon-

dents did not know if there was an adequate amount of infor-
mation.

The majority of respondents berieved that DND had the

most responsibiliLy to inform them about the military pres-

ence on the Reserve. rn Table 35 it is shown that 69 (47e"')

respondents believed DND was responsible for information.
rn addition, another 42 (28e") respondents indicated that DND
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TABLE 34

Frequency distribution of responses to question 6, section 2
(euouNr variable)

== = = = = = = = =:3:?y1::=ly3yIl=:1= :y::yi::3I ? - = == ==

Strongly agree

St rongly disagree

TOTÀL

Missing Cases = 1B

Scale lFrequency I eercentage
Number | |

1l 18 | 1 3.8e"

2l 't 3 | 10.0e"

3l 21 .5e"

4l 14 .6e"

sl 15 . 4e"

6l 24 .6e"

130 100.0e"

28

19

20

32
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TÀtsLE 35

Frequency distribution of responses to question 7, section 2
(ResPrNp variable )

RESPONSIBILITY TO INFORM PUBLIC?

I rrequency I eercentage

DND I 69 I 50.4la

Otfter Fed. Govt . DePt . I
2l 1 CO,I ¡ J_o

MDNR g .5e"

Man. Dept. of Agric. 2l 1 .5e"

Munic ipal Govt. 1l 0 .7e"

All Media Categories I
1l 0.7e"

Newsp. and Television I
2l 1 .5e"

¡tore Chan 1, incl. DNDI 42 | 30.7e"

DND 5l 3 .6e"

13 
I

TOTAL

Missing cases = 11

i37 100.0e.
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aS well aS other organizations were responsible for the in-

formation. Of those respondents who indicated DND aS wel-1

aS other organ ízations , 25 indicated MDNR as at }east one of

those other organizaLions. In addition, four of five re-

spondents rçho indicated more. than one organization, not in-

cluding DND, indicated MDNR as one of the organízaLions.

Therefore , 111 (75e') reSpondents indicated DND was reSponSi-

bIe for informing Iandowners about military activities,

while 42 (28e") respondents indicated MDNR was responsible.

Responses to question 10, section Z (tabte 36) indicate

that respondents are especialJ-y interested in "information

concerning any environmental- damage" and "cOntrOl measures

being taken to Iessen environmental damage". This Suggests

that many respondents wish to have a better understanding of

the environmental effects of military activities. Perhaps

the fact that they were surveyed for opinions about the Re-

serve increased their interest in the environmental effects

of military activities. The interest in information about

the leasing agreements may aISo be connected to the Survey.

Many respondents were interested in the times when the

public has access to the ranges. This information would be

very usefuI to those landowners who must traverse portions

of the Reserve.

Table 37 shows the frequency distribution of responses to

the respondents' awareness of SEÀC. It is apparent from
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TABLE 36

Frequency distribution of responses to question 10, section
2

I NFORMATÏ ON FREQUENCY
ITEM (NU¡TBUR OF'TTMES ]NDTCATED)

Fi RI NG
PUBLACC
HUI.¡TSCH
ESUI P
ARTI LRY
EVAENV
CONTENV
MONTENV
TIMEBURN
LEASÀGR
OTHI NF

a1LI

57
45
24
27
70
67
49
42
51

À1
=

lFive other types of information were
spondents:

specified by four re-

What the expense
ers;

of the mil-itary Base is to taxpay-

Information concern 1 ng K.Rebizant's study of buI1
elk;

"What training Army personnel have in regard to prop-
erty rights of adjacent landowners"; and

What responsibility the Army has accepted for polic-
ing damage by Àrmy personnel to private property.

I

3"

4.
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TÀBLE 37

Frequency distribution of responses to question B, section 2
(seec variable)

ÀWARENESS OF SEÀC
===================================

I rrequency I eercentage 
I

TOTAL

Missing cases

146 100.0e"

-¿
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thi s Table that respondents Ì,¡ere rel-at ively unaware oí SEAC.

Às Suggested earlier, DI'ID, aS well aS MDliRr can benef it f rom

increasing IocaI landowners' awareness of SEAC.

The majority of respondents felt that DND should be most

responsible for compenSation from any adverse effects relat-

ed to the mi l i tary presence on the Reserve ( table 38 ) .

Ninety-nine (67e") respondents indicated DND, and 14 ( 10e")

indicated DND as weIl as other organ ízations should be held

responsible. Therefore, 113 (76e") respondents felt that DND

v¡aS most responsible for compensation. The second most fre-

quently selected government leve1 was MDNR.

4.8 PERCEPT]ONS OF GOVERNMENT UNDERSTANDTNG

Respondents were asked whether their municipal govern-

ment, MDNR, and DND understood their views about the mili-

tary presence. Respondents indicated their beliefs on a

six-point scale with "They do not understand my views at

ail" at the l-ower end of the scale and "They understand my

views very weII" at the upper end. The frequency distribu-

tions for the responses are shown in Table 39.

The medians for all three levels of government vras scale

number tr3rr. However, respondents tended to believe that DND

did not understand their views as well as MDNR, and MDNR did

not understand their views as well as their municipal gov-

ernment (mean for DND=Z.77ì mean for MDNR=3.23; mean for

MUNCGOV=3.39 ) .
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TABLE 38

Freguency distribution of responses to question 14, section
2 (coMPEN variable)

I rrequency I eercentage

DND I co II JJ 
I

7 6.2e"

Other Fed. Govt. Dept . 
I

2 .3e"

MDNR ) oo-
J. (J-o

Man. Dept. of Agric. I tro-
I ¡ J-o

Municipal Government 0 .8e"

Other 1 1 .5e"

More than 1, incl. DNDI 14 10.9e"

3 .1e"

TOTÀL 130 100.0%

Two respondents specified other organizations responsible:

None. There are no adverse effects; and

The party causing the damage.

Missing cases = 1B

1

2.
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Frequency di str ibut ion
2 (MUNCGOV,

TABLE 39

of responses
DND and MDNR

to question 11,
variables)

section

Do not understand
views at all

Understand views
very well

GOVERNMENT LEVEL

Scale luun ic ipal- DND MDNR
Number I Govt.

23 22

I 23 I 11

29 I 241 24

25 I 16 I 28

11 sl 12

17 el e

| 3s | 441 qzMissing cases

Valid cases 1.1 3 I 104 | 106

Mean 3.39 | 2.77 1 3.23

Mode ,lJl 1l
Median 3l 3l
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The cross-tabulation of IMPACT by MUNCGOV is presented in

Tabie 40. Thi.s analysis indicates that the respondent's at-
titude toward the military influences whether or not he/she

felt that the municipal government understood his/her views.

Respondents with unfavourabre attitudes toward the military
presence tended to score the representation of the municipal

government lower than expected (under the assumption of in-
dependent variables ) .

The nuI1 hypothesis of independent variables cannot be

rejected using the chi-square test at 0.05 level of signifi-
cance for the DND and MDNR variables by the rMPAcr variable"
The relationships between the DND variable and TMpACT and

the MDNR variable and IMPÀCT are not as strong as the rela-
tionship between the MUNCGOV variable and IMPACT probabLy

because the respondents' attitudes toward DND are less af-
fecr-ed by any concerns they may have about the military
presence. Respondents like1y perceive that their views

should be better represented by Iocally elected agencies

rather than government agencies somewhat removed from the

local situation. Schiff's (1971 ) ¿efinition of the differ-
ence between attitude and perceptions can be applied to this
situation. Respondents 1ike1y hold attitudes about the

abilities of MDNR and DND to represent their views, whereas

respondents' views of the representation they receive from

their local-ly elected officials are more like perceptions.
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TABLE 40

Cross-tabulation of MUNCGOV variable by IMPACT variable

MUNCGOV VARIABLEl

IMPÀCT
VARÏ ÀBLE 2

Scale #
1-2

Scale #
')_A

Scal-e #
5-6

Row
Tota 1

Scale #
1-2

7
9.1

14
16 .7

13
8.2

3+
31 .5e"

Scale #
3-4

10
12.6

31
23 .1

6
11.3

47
43.5e"

Sca l-e #
5-6

12
7.3

I
13.3

7
6.5

27
25.0e"

Col-umn
Tota 1

29
26.99a

tr?

49 .1e"
26
24 .1e"

108
'1 00.0e"

chi-square
--14J6

d.f. significance cells with E.F.< 5

0.0052 NONE

Number of. Missing Observations = 40

1

2

Scale for MUNCGOV:

Scale for IMPÀCT:

1 - do not understand
$ = understand very well-

1 - strongly agree (Positive)
$ = strongly disagree
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ChaPter V

CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary object

attitudes and percept

tary activities and it

serve. Three general

cus for the research.

ive of this study was to exPlore the

ions of Iocal landowners toward mili-

s effects from CFB Shilo Military Re-

hypotheses were forrned to provide fo-

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

In general, respondents are not concerned about military

activities and its effects from the Shilo Military Reserve.

In addition, the majority of respondents consider the impact

of the military presence to be at least somewhat positive.

The majority of respondents conSider the economic benefits

attributed to the military presence to be the greatest over-

al-1 benef it related to the Reserve.

However, there are a minority of respondents who are very

concerned about and hold Strong unfavourable attitudes to-

ward the military presence on the Reserve. ÀS well' many

respondents perceived problem issues related to the Reserve.

Four major problem issues related to the military presence

are apparent:
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the prol i ferat ion

weeds;

of leafy spurge and other noxious

2.

a

L

wildlife disturbance;

controlled burns; and

noise.

Perceptions about the proJ-iferation of leafy spurge and

other noxious weeds do not appear to depend on personal ex-

perience with the weed, or the distance from the Reserve of

a spurge infestation on a respondent's property. It is hy-

pothesized that the media coverage of the leafy spurge issue

has had a significant infl-uence on the perceptions of re-
spondents. Perceptions of wildlife disturbance as a problem

also appear to be infiuenced significantly by the media and

public opinion. Controlled burns are considered a problem

because respondents are concerned about damage to the envi-

ronment by fires and because many respondents implied that
the question inferred the problem of v¡ildfires. Respondents

who perceive noise to be a problem have very strong views on

the issue. In addition, many respondents associated noise

with noise and vibrations.

Concern about military activities and its effects from

the ShiIo Military Reserve varies by respondent strata. Re-

sponCents owning land adjacent to the Reserve boundary (eC

stratum) are relativety more concerned about activities oc-

curring on the Reserve than respondents owning only non-ad-

jacent land. in addition, respondents owning land adjacent

1.
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to the Reserve tend to hold more unfavourable attitudes to-
ward the military presence than respondents owning only non-

adjacent land. It cannot be concluded that the distance of

a respondent's residence from the Reserve influences the re-

spondent's attitude toward the military activities and its

effects on the Reserve. This conclusion cannot be made be-

cause other factors, such as the respondent's proximity to a

line between the City of Brandon and the Shilo townsite and/

or proximity to intensively used military training areas,

and whether or not the respondent resides on his/her land

nearest to the border of the Reserve, also seem to contrib-

ute to the respondent's attitudes and perceptions.

It is hypothesized that the nature of some of the per-

ceived problems associated with the Reserve varies with the

di stance of the respondent' s res idence f rom the Reserve .

Respondents living in proximity to the Reserve perceive cer-

tain problems (g. depredation ) with greater f requency than

more distantly situated respondents. Àlternatively, more

distantly situar-ed respondents perceive certain problems

(gg. wildtife disturbance) with greater freguency than re-

spondents in closer proximity to the Reserve. It is hypoth-

esized t.hat differences in perceptions of problems are in-

fluenced by the respondent's personal experience with and

media coverage of the issue.

It cannot be concluded that a respondent's awareness of

the leasing agreement has an influence on that individual's
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attitude toward the military activit j.es and its ef f ects.

This hypothesis should be al-tered in such a way that the in-
fluence of the respondents' awareness of specific clauses in

the lease on attitudes toward the mil-itary is tested.

The majority of respondents are unaware of SEÀC. How-

ever, it is expected that if respondents are not strongly

predisposed to an unfavourable attitude, respondents who be-

come aware of the existence of SEAC will tend to hold more

favourabl-e attitudes toward the military presence on the

Shi 1o Reserve.

Respondents from the R.M. of South Cypress tend to be af-
fected to a greater extent by the negative aspects of the

military activities than respondents from the R.M. of Corn-

waIlis. Respondents from the R.M. of South Cypress also

perceive more problems associated with the military presence

than do respondents from the R.M. of Cornwaltis. The dif-
ferences in perceptions are hypothesized to be related to

respondents' relaLive proximity to a line between the Shilo

townsite and the City of Brandon and/or relative proximity

to intensively used training areas.

In general, respondents do not believe that there is an

adequate amount of information provided to the public about

military activities and its effects from the Shilo Reserve.

Respondents appear to be most interested in information con-

cerning the environmental impact oi the military activities
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on the

range s

Times

must t

Reserve, the times when the public has access to the

, and the leasing agreement between DND and MDNR'

of access v¡ould be most useful to those landowners who

raverse portions of the Reserve"

Respondents do not tend to take their concerns about the

militarlz activiuies and its effects directly to DND. In-

steado r€spondents rely on their l-ocal government represen-

tatives to deal with their concerns. In addition, there ap-

pears to be a positive relationship between a respondent's

"concern" about military activities and his/her perception

of focal government understanding. That i s, resPondents

with "negative" attitudes toward the military presence do

not believe that their local government officials understand

their views very welI. This relationship is not apparent

for respondents' perceptions of how well either MDNR or DND

understand thei r vievrs. However, the majoritY of respon-

dents believe that DND is the agency most responsible for

Lhe activities and its effects.

Generally, the demographic and land-use/fatm characteris-

tics measured by the Survey do not appear to be related to

differences in attitudes and perceptions. However' it is

difficult to be confident about the associations, or lack

thereof , because of the sma1l sampJ-e size.

BaSed upon the response rate, the apparent nature of non-

response, and the nature of the conclusions drawn from the
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data, respondents

downers (the target

appear to be

popuiation ) .

5.2 RECOMMENDAT]ONS

representat ive of l-ocaI lan-

to landowners in
and DND coul-d pro-
Iing with the con-

Wi ldI i fe Di stur-

À number of problem issues are of concern
the vicinity of ihe Reserve. Both MoNn
vide a better service to the public by dea
cerns that exist.
Leaiv SÞurqe
bance

and Other Noxious Weeds and

Perceptions of the proliferation of leafy spurge and other
noxious weeds and wildlife disturbance can be addressed ef-
fectively by publicizing the existence, function, and activ-
ities of SEè.C. It is expected that as respondents become
more familiar with SEÀC, a more favourable attitude toward
the military presence will be fostered. The time and money
needed for general public rel-ations could be more effective-
ly used for this purpose.

The information could be advertised in local papers, or de-
livered as press releases. The information should contain
unbiased accounts oi studies being undertaken and a summary
of the results of these studies when completed.

DND should continue to attempt to control the spread of lea-
f.y spurge with the most effective controÌ methods available.
DND should also inform l-ocal- landowners of what steps they
are taking to control the spread of weeds. DND shoul-d con-
tinue working in conjunction with the surrounding rural mu-
nicipalities in these respects.

Controlled Burns

The effects of controlled burns on the perceptions of loca1
landowners can be mitigated to an extent by informing local
residents about the scheduling of fires and the reasons for
their use. This information should be provided before any
f i res are set.

DND should also consider conducting controlled burns on a
schedule which more closely conforms to the occurrence of
fire in natural ecosystems. For example, controlled burns
might be set every two to seven years. Not only would such
a schedule benefit some wildlife species, it would also mi-
tigate public apprehension about the effects of fire. A1-
ternatively, rather than conducting large controlled burns
every year, the military should consider conducting a series
of small burns in such a vray that the area to be burned is
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covered over a number of years. That is, designated areas
would be burned on a annuaL rotational basis. This system
would not only generate public relation benefits, but woul-d
probably also have a positive ecoiogical impact.

Research into the most effective system of controlled burns
is, therefore, necessary. The most effective system would
minimize the threat of wildfires, the potential for prolif-
eration of agriculturally harmful- weed species, and the dam-
age to the natural environment. Such a system would then
maximize public approval.

Depredat i on

It is recommended that research into the most cost-effective
method of controlling crop depredation be initiated. Às the
numbers of e1k increase on the Reserve, it is expecLed that
depredation will become a more serious problem. This re-
search should be carried out through SEÀC and MDNR.

A serious evaluation of the effectiveness of compensation
programs for property depredation by wildlife should be un-
dertaken. The resufts of this study suggest that reguests
for compensation do not refl-ect the depredation occurring.

Additional Information Requirements

Some of the previous recommendations should begin to meet
the perceived information inadequacies about military activ-
ities. However, it is also recommended that DND, Ì'IDNR, and
the local government agencies discuss the information needs
of the local residents, and develop a system for getting
this information to them.

For example I access to public roads in and around the Re'-
serve is important to residents. DND should be able to pro-
vide schedules of when these roads are not accessible, per-
haps on a weekly or monthly basis. This information could
be provided to the Reeve of a municipality or delivered by
mail to local residents who have voiced an interest in the
information. Alternatively, these residents might be pro-
vided with a phone number to cali for this information.

Specific problems perceived by landowners generally involved
poor relations with military personnel. Therefore, it is
recommended that military personnel be advised to respect
private property rights and the rights of civilians.
Future Surveys in Area

Perceptions can, for a variety of reasons, change through
time. Therefore, future surveys in the area can have a role
to play in planning and policy making. The remaining recom-
mendations relate to future survey research in the Shilo
area
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This survey has generated some hypotheses which are relevant
to the attitudes and perceptions of local landowners. It is
recommended that these hypotheses be tested in future social
survey research in the area.

1. Respondents' perceptions are affected by their per-
sonal experience with an issue and any related media
coverage.

This hypothesis is particularly rel-evant to the is-
sues of v¿ildlife disturbance and the proliferation of
leafy spurge. Às mentioned in Chapter IV, this hy-
pothesis might be tested for the issue of ground-wa-
ter contaminat ion.

Respondents in proximity to a line between the Shilo
tov¡nsite and the City of Brandon hold more favourable
attitudes toward the military presence than do re-
spondents living in proximity to Lhe Reserve, but
more distant from the Shilo-Brandon line.

Respondents in proximity to intensively used training
areas (battleruns) hotd less favourabl-e attitudes to-
ward the military presence than do respondents living
further from these areas.

It is recommended that future survey research in the area be
conducted prior to the date of extension of the leasing
agreement (Dec, 31, 1993). It is also recommended that at
that time a census of locaI landowners be surveyed. The ad-
ditionaf information generated justify the additional cost
associated with the Iarger survey.

It is recommended that future surveys gather the following
information, which was not adequately gathered in this sur-
vey:

perceptions of whether of not respondents consider
the military use of the Reserve to be the best use of
the Reserve;

2.

3.

1.

) percept ions of the "cultural- "
German soldiers with Canadians;

interaction of West

)

¿"

perceptions

perceptions
and

percept ions
serve.

of the "amenities" at CFB Shilo;

of "vibrations" from military activity;

of "wildfires" associated with the Re-5.
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ff uIUtlf\---Þ

HE UNIVÈRSITY OF MANITOEA N^TUR^ t. lll:S()URCIS INSTITIJTI:

Dear Landowner:

I am a MasEers student at
ducting a study of residents
Reserve. This study is one
degree. I would I i ke ro f.

about the presence of this
ties carried out there. Às
Iuable insights as to the
ties.

\)finni¡reg, Manirob¡
Canada R iT 2N2

(204) 474.8\7 \

Àugust 10, 1984

the University of Manitoba con-
J- i v i ng near the Shi l-o Mi I i ta ry

part of the reguirements for my
ind out what opinions you have
military reserve and the activi-
a landowner, you can provide va-
effects of the military activi-

I would greatly appreciate it i
turn the guest ionna i re in the
possibl-e. The guest ionnai re
requires no more than about 15
be assured that the information
confidential. You do not have
tionnaire.

f you would complete and re-
envelope provided as soon as
has been designed so that it
minutes to complete. PLease
you provide wiIl be strictl-y

to put your name on the gues-

Pl-ease take thi s
wil-l be used to
area of Manitoba

opportunity
assist in t

to express your
uture planning t

opinions. They
or thi s un ique

SincereJ.y,

Mark Wonneck
Graduate Student
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ffuMlf\\--

-
HE UNIVERSITY OF M^N¡TOBil NiITUR^ L RESOU RCËS INSTITUTE

Dear Landowner:

Àpproximate).y six Lreeks ago I ma
The purpose of the guest,ionnaire
ions you have about. Ehe Shi Lo Mi I i
tary activities carried out there.

Vinnipcg. Manitoba
Canada R lT 2N2

(20.1t 47.1.8\7 \

September 24, 1984

i Ied you a guest ionna i re.
is to determine what opin-
Eary Reserve and the mi I i -

I am sending this retter to encourage you to complete andreturn the guestionnaire. I real-ize for many of you this isa very busy time of t.he year, howsvs¡, I hoþe you wirL takethe time to express your opinions and have a luy in deci-sions concerning the area in and around the shiLo Reserve.

Many guestionnaires have been returned, but I wourd greatLy
apprec iate i t i f I couLd incLude your views in the study.For those of you who may have mispraced or Lost the firètguestionnaire, I have incLuded another copy.

I f you have al.ready compl-eted the guest.ionnaire and maiLedit, thank you very much.

Sincerely,

74,4 ú/"..r2C
Mark I.Jonneck
Graduate Student
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Landowner Quest i onna i re

sEcT I 0N I

I WOULD L I KE TO START OF F BY ASK I NG YOU SO¡lE GENERAL

QUEST I oNS ABoUT Y0UR LAND H0LD I NGS.

l. ln which municipality do you live?

2. For how many years have you been a ìandowner in the
municipal ities of either Cornwaì ì is, Oakland, North
Cypress, or South Cypress?

3. LAND USr .

Wh i ch of the fo I ì ow i ng best descr i bes how you use
your land holdings in the vicinity of the Shiìo Hili-
tary Reserve? (You may indicate more than one, if
necessary).
(Please use a check mark).

_ cereal crop farm _ cattìe ranch
_ cash crop farm _ horse ranch
_ dairy operation _ rent land out
_ poultry operation _ do not use ìand
_ pork operat i on _ other (pl ease spec i fy)

m i xed farm

4. Number of acres owned and/or.rented? (Please fi ì ì in
the appropr i ate spaces) .

Number of Number of
acres owned acres rented

cultivated land

forage I and

other improved
I and

wood I and

native hay and
pasture

other
unimproved land
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5"

6"

About how
from the

far in
nearest

a straight line is
border of the l4i I

your res i dence
i tary Reserve?

mile(s)

Has the mi I i tary
effect on you or

- 
yes

a) lf y€s, in

presence or activi ties had a di rect
your property?

no

what way?

I eafy spurge?7. Has any of

- 
yes

a) I f yes,
nearest
tion?

your I and been i nfested by
no donr t know

about
bor der

how far in a straight line is the
of the Reserve from the infesta-
miìe(s)

sEcT r 0N ¿
NOW I WOULD L IKE TO F IND OUT SOT,IE OF YOUR OP IN IONS ABOUT THE

SH I LO II I L I TARY RESERVE .

l. How would you describe your overaì I feel ings a'bout
the activi ties occurr i ng on the Hi ì i tary Reserve?
(Pìease indicate by circ'l ing one number on the scale
below).

¿.

of absoì utel y
no concern

12

Please indicate
agree wi th the

s trong I y
agree

I

of great.
concer n

6

the extent to wh i ch you agree or d i s-
fol ìowi ng statement:

s trong I y
d i sagree

6

"The overal I impact of the mi I i tary presence
the Shi lo Reserve is very positive."

3. Different peopìe see different benefits and problems
reìated to the military presence on the Shiìo Re-
serve. I would I ike to get your opinions about some
of these benef i ts and prob I ems .

Please indicate whether or not you think the fol Iow-
i ng are benef î ts of the m i ì i tary presence. (P I ace a

check mark in the space under either yes, Do, or
don't know) .
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don' t
yes no know

economic activi ty occurring
outside the Reserve because
of the mi I i tary presence

economic returns generated
off the Reserve by the infìux
of West German Army personnel

social interaction of West
German soldiers with Canadians

a) Which of the above do you think is of the greatest
overall benefit? (lndicate which ìetter, a, b, or
c).

4. Next is a I ist of what some people consider to be
problems associated with the mi I itary presence on the
Shi lo Reserve. Do you think that these are problems?
(Cneck either yes, Fìo, or don't know for each of the
foì ìowinS) .

donr t
yes no know

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(s)

(h)

(i)

U)

norse

wi ìdl ife disturbance

control ì ed burns

vegetat i on tramp I i ng on the
Res e rve

proìiferation of leafy spurge
and other noxious weeds

damage to Stockton and Treesbank
Ferr ies

ground water contami natíon

poach i ng prob I ems

ì imited hunting access

I imited access to roads near
firing ranges during certain
times of the year
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don't (question 4 continued)
yes no know

loss of agriculturaì land to
Reserve

damage to property by wi ldì ife
or i g i nat i ng from the Reserve

a) Now list up to three of the above that you consid-
er to be the worst probìems. (Place the appropri-
ate letter in the space provided) .

The worst problem
The second worst probìem
The th i rd worst prob ì em

5. lf you can think of other benefits or problems relat-
ed to the Shi lo Reserve, please I ist them below

BENEF ITS:

PROBLEI4S:

6. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or dis-
agree w i th the fo I ì ow i ng s tatement :

"There is an adequate amount of information
provided to the pubìic about military activities
and their effects on the Shi lo Reserve."

strongly strongl Y

agree d i sagree
123\56

7. Which of the foì lowing organizations do you thínk has
the most responsib¡ I ity to inform you about the mi I i-
tary activity on the Reserve? (check one) .

_ Department of National Defence
_ Other Federal Government Departments

(pl ease spec i fy)

_ Hanitoba Department of Naturaì Resources
_ Han i toba Department of Agr i cu l ture
_ 0ther Provincial Government Departments

(pl ease spec i fy)

(k)

(1)
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l4unicipal Government
l4edia (pIease indicate which form(s))

_ newspapers
_ radio

television
other (p I ease spec i fy)

- 
Other (pìease sPecifY)

8. Are you aware of the existence of
mentat Advisory Committee (S.E.A.C

_yes _no

the shi lo
.)z

Environ-

Are you aware of the leasing agreement regarding the
Shi lo Hi ì itary Reserve between the Department of Na-
t iona I Def ence and the f'lan i toba Department of Natura I

Resou r ces ?

_ yes, completelY 
- 

Yes, to some extent 
- 

no

lO. \,/hich of the fol ìowing types of information wouìd you

I ike to be avai labìe to you? (check as many as ap-

PIY) .

_ F iring schedules

- 

Times when the publ ic has access to the
r a nges

_ Hunt i ng schedu ì es

- 

Types of equipment bei ng used by the mi ì í tary
Types of art i ì I ery bei ng used by the mi ì i tary

- 

Eva I uat i on of any env i ronmenta I damage
lnformation about the control measures being
taken to ìessen any environmental damage

- 

The resu I ts of env i ronmenta I damage mon i tor i ng

programs

- 

Timing of control burns

- 
Leas i ng agreements between the Department of
Nat iona I Def ence and the l'lan i toba Department
of Naturaì Resources
0ther (P ì ease sPec i fY)

tì How welì do you feel each of the folìowing government
agencies represents or understands your views about
the mi I itary presence: (please indicate by circl ing
one number in each of the scales beìow)
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a) Hunicipal government?

They do not
understand my

views at all
123

b) Department of National

They do not
understand my

views at all
t2

c) Hanitoba Department

They do not
understand my

views at all
t2

Natura I Resources?
They

understand
. my views

very wel ì

I+56

4

Def ence?

They
under s ta nd
my vi ews
very weì ì

56

TheY
under s ta nd
my views
very weì ì

563

of

12. Have you raised any of your concerns about the mili-
tary's effects with any elected officials? (Please
specify which government ìevel).

_ yes

_ Federa l

_ Prov i nc i a I

_ iïunicipaì
no
other (pl ease expl a i n)

13. Have you had any direct contact with any of the foì-
lowing military personnel? (Chect< either yes or no).

Range Control personnel
_yes _no
Administrative personneì at CFB Shi lo
_yes _no
0ther mi I i tary personnel (pl ease spec i fy)
_yes _no

Wh i ch government
responsible for
rel ated to the
(check one) .

I evel do you th i nk
compensation from any
miìitary presence

shoul d be most
adverse effects

on the Reserve?

r4.
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_ Department of Nationaì Defence
0ther Federal Government Departments
(p ì ease spec i fy)

_ Hanitoba Department of Naturaì Resources
_ l'lan i toba Department of Agr icu I ture
_ 0ther Provincial Government Departments

(pl ease spec i fy)

_ l'tunicipal Government
_ 0ther (pì ease spec i fy)

sEcT r 0N å
F TNALLY, I WoULD L I KE T0 ASK YoU S0l,1E QUEST loNS ABoUT

YOURSELF SO THAT I CAN I'lAKE GROUP COi'4PAR ISONS. I ASSURI YOU

THAT ALL ANSVJERS 0N THIS QUESTtoNNAIRE WILL BE STRICTLY
coNF I DENT tAL. D0 NOT PUT YoUR NAI'IE 0N THE QUEST I oNNA I RE.

l. What is your age?
_ 2lr years or younger _ \5 to 5l+

- 
25 to34 

- 
55 to64

_ 35 to 44 
- 

6S or over

2. P I ease i nd i cate your sex.
maìe female

3. How many children or dependents do you have and what
are their ages in years?

Number of chi ldren or dependents
Ages (i n years) _,_,_,_,_,-,-,-

4. What level of education have you completed?

_ Grade school
_ High school
_ Technical or Trade schooì
_ University

5. Which wi ldl ife species do you normaì ly hunt? (Please
i nd i cate) .

_ None _ Waterfowì
_ Eìk _ Upland game bird

Wh i te-ta i I ed deer Hoose
0ther (p I ease spe. i ty)
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Thank you for fi I I ing out this questionnaire. lf you have
any comments about the questionnaire, the survey or the top-
ic, please feel free to make them below.
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Local Government QuestionnaÍre

i. How would you describe the overall feelings of resi-
dents living irr proximity to CFB Shil.o about the ac-
tivities occurring on the Military Reserve?

of absoluteiy of great
no concern concern

123456

2, How woul-d you describe the overall f eelings of the
municipality(town) as a whole about the military ac-
tivities occurring on the Military Reserve?

of absoluteJ.y of great
no concern concern

1234s6

3. Please indicate the extent Lo which you agree or dis-
agree with Lhe following statement:

"The overaLl impact of the military presence on
the Shilo Reserve is very positive."

strongly
a9ree

I

st rongly

2345disagree

4. Different people see different benefits and probl-ems
related to the military presence on the Shilo Re-
serve. I would like to get your opinions about some
of these benef its anC problem.s.

Please indicate whether or not you think the follow-
ing are benefits of the military presence. (Pl-ace a
check mark in the space under either y€s, Do, or
don't know) .

don' t
yes no know

(a) economic activity occurring
outside the Reserve because
of the military presence

economic returns generated
off the Reserve by the influx
of West German Army personnel
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(c)

a) Which of the above do you think is of the greatest
overall benefit? (rndicate which letter, a, b, or
c).

Next is a list of what some people consider to be
problems associated with the military presence on the
Shilo Reserve. Do you think that these are problems?
(check either yês, ño, or don't know for each of the
following).

yes no
don' t
know

social interaction
German soldiers wi

of liest
th Canadians

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(¡l

nolse

wildlife di

controlled

vegetat i on
Re se rve

prol i ferat
and other

damage to
Ferries

st urbanc e

burns

trampling o¡l the

ion of leafy spurge
noxious weeds

(k)

(1)

Stockton and Treesbank

ground water contamination

poaching problems

limited huntíng access

limited access to roads near
firing ranges during certain
times of the year

loss of agr icul-turaI land to
Reserve

damage to property by wildlife
originating from the Reserve

a) Now list up to three of the above that you consid-
er to be the worst problems. (place the appropri-
ate letter in the space Provided).
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The worst Problem
The second worst Problem
The third worst Problem

6. If you can think of other benefits or problems relat-
ed to the Shi 1o Reserve ' please I i st them bel-ow '

BENEFITS:

PROBLEMS:

7, How do you think lOcal }andowners would respond to
the previous question?

8. please indicate the extent to which you agree or dis-
agree with the following statement:

"There is an adequate amount of information
provided to the public about military activities
änd their effects on the Shilo Reserve'"

strongly stronglY
agree di sagree-1 2 3 4 5 6

g. How do you think local landowners would answer the
previous question?

strongly stronglY
agree - disagree-1 2 3 4 5 6

10. Which of the following organíza|tions do you think has
the most responsibility to inform loca1 residents
about the military activity on the Reserve? (check
one).

- 
Department of Nationaf Defence
Other Federal Government Ðepartments
(please specifY)

rces
Manitoba Department of Agricultural
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Other Provincial- GovernmenL Departments
(please spec i fy )

_ Municipal Government
Media - (Please indicate which form(s))

_ newspapers
radio
television

- 

other (þTãase specify)

11 . Which
spon s i
ty on

of the following organízaLions has the most re-
bility to inform g about the military activi-
the Reserve? (check one).

- 

Department of National Defence
Other Federal Government Departments
(please specifY)

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources
ManiLoba Department of Agriculture
Other Provincial Governments Departments
(please specify)

Media (Þtease indicate which form(s))
_ newspapers

radio
tetevi sion
other (please sPecifY)

othe r (please spec i fy )

12. Are you aware of
mental Àdvisory

_ yes

1 3. Are you aware of the
ShiIo Military Reserve
tional Defence and the
Resources?

- 
yes, comPletelY

the existence of the Shilo Environ-
committee (seac) ?

no

Ieasing agreement regarding the
between the DePartment of Na-
Manitoba Department of Natural

_ yes, to some extent no

14. How well do you feel each of the following governrnent
agencies represents or understands local landownerS
nlews about the military presence? (please indicate
by circling one number in-each of the scales below).
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a) Municipal Government?

do not
unde r stand

at all
123

unde r stand
very weIl

6

Explanat ions

b) Provincial Government?

do not
unde r stand

at all
12

Explanat ions

unde r stand
very weIl

6

c) Federal Government?

do not
unde r stand

at all
12

Explanat ions

unde r stand
very weII

6

15. do you think theWhat
thi s

Iandowner's percePtions are in
re sPec t ?

16. What is the
municipality
ShiIo? (rs
Is the

nature of the communication between your
(town) and the administration at CFB
it regular with some particular format?

"o*tnúnication 
adequate? etc.).
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17. Which governmerrt level do you think should be most
responsible for compensatioñ from any adverse effects
reláted to the rni l iLary presence on lrt. Reserve?

_ Department of National Defence
_ Other Federal Government Departments

(please specify)

_ Manitoba Department of Natural Resources
_ Manitoba Department of Agriculture
_ Other Provincial Government Departments

(please specify)

_ Municipal Government
other ( please spec i fy )

18. Please add any additional comments about the ques-
tionnaire, the surveyr or about the Shilo Military
Reserve in general_.
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Appendix C

DOCUMETITÀTION OF RETURNED, UNCOMPLETED
QUESTI ONI.IÀI RES

Respondent #'1 I
Filled out one before and mailed it in. That is, a repeated
addre ss .

Respondent #293

Moved.

Respondent #167

Moved.

Respondent #75

Moved.

Respondent #199

Moved.

Responderrt #112

Returned by post for reason "unknov¡n".

Respondent #289

Picked up from respondent's home. Respondent deceased. Re-
spondent's widow did not want to fill out the questionnaire
because she said she did not know anything about the topic.
Respondent #24

Moved.

Respondent #265

Dear Mark. Shilo Military Reserve has had little (if any)
effect on my life or actívities for the past 28 years.
(signed by respondent)

Respondent #unknown

(Onty cover ing letier vras returned ) .
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Dear Sir or l'ladam:

I am totally unqualified to answer your questicns as I
have literally no connection with the Shilo Reserve although
I live within ten rniles of their border. I am not a hunter
so I have no need or desire to explore that territory and as
it stands now I have never felt infringed upon by their
presence or threatened in any way. The river flows between
me and the reserve and seems to ef f ect iveÌy cut me of f f rom
that area.

Respondent #1 B5

We have already compJ-eted the orior form and sent it to you,
so you have our views.

Respondent #136

Respondent deceased.

Respondent #unknown (perhaps 209)

Your questions are too personal-. We are a very o1d couple
and do not wish to be harassed.

Respondent #246

MÀRK WONNECK:

Dear Sir;
We live 12 miles south west of Shilo, âs the crow fIies,

i n the Oa k land Ì'func i pa 1 i ty .

As f ar as vre knowr w€ have had no problems in regards to
our land, or wildlife, because of Camp Shilo.

The on]1' thing, that makes us realize we live near an
army campr w€ occasionally hear the booming of the guns, and
see the flares at night. Ànd again, we occasionally see the
army boys in Brandon.

Our boys have occasionally gone to play go1f, cur1, and
attend their "October Fest".

As you will notice everything is "occasionally".
That's all the effect that Camp Shilo has on us. (Signed

br¡ respondent) .

Respondent #189

We do not live on this land so we can not answer your ques-
tions. (signed by respondent).
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Respondent #61

Respondent deceased.

Respondent #191

We do not l-ive in Muncipality connected with Shilo, 50
therefore can't enswer questions. They are a self-contained
base, almost like another community, where organizaLions and
clubs patronize one another. Their E.M.O. operation comes
to areas of need when situation arises.

Respondent #2

Dear Mark:

ResÞondent #132

My son who owned this land never lived there and sold the
farm to people from Switzerland. They do not speak very
good Engtish so I felt I should not pass this on to them.
My son lives in Ontario now and when he phoned me I told him
about this letter so he asked me to open it so I will return
it to you. (signed by respondent's mother).

I am sorry to have to
swered. The reason being
acres in the area you spec
s i t ion to have an opin
(signed by respondent).

Respondent #154

Sorry I cannot answer
Iand holdings. It is

Respondent #95

Dear Sir:

return your questionnaire unan-
that I am a widow owning only 14

i fy and consequently not in a po-
ion that matters a great deal.

your questions. I do not live on my
rented to (someone else).

In answer to your questions I do not farm any more. I am
retired but have been irospitalized for most of last 15
months. I have been here since 1950 and have no complaints
regarding rnilitary base at Shilo. It is all waste land and
is a good place for a military base. As far as I am con-
cerned it has never been a concern to farmers. I would not
Iike to see it moved onto good farmland. Hope this is of
some help to you. (signed by respondent).

Respondent #4

Respondent deceased.
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Appendix D

ADDTTTONÀL COMMENTS BY RESPONDENTS

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BY RESPONDENTS

Respondent 004

My biggest concern is for the v¡ildlife and the en-vironment. Àlthough the activities at shilo donot affect me I am concerned about the deer, elk
and other wild creatures. I am also concerned
about the fact that bears seem to be making ap-pearances in settled areôs. perhaps they -have
been dr iven out of the i r natural suiroundi ngs +-o
more inhabited areas.

Respondent 009

The only comment I would like to make is that Ifeel the f iring range is too close to Wawanesa,
and the noise isn't really a problem. It would be
apprec iated i f r,¡e did no$¡ when they woul-d be f i r-
ing (Practising). Sorry we're so late sending it
back but we've been busy.

Respondent 01 0

we l ive in oakrand. The 1/2 sect ion vre f arm i s on
the border of Oakland and S. Cypress. Shi1o does
not affect me in any way. I feel the questions
here do not apply to us and for me to answer most
of them would be untruthful. (Signed by respon-
dent ) .

Respondent 01 1

I am sorry my questionnaire will not be helpfulto you. That is why I did not return the first
one.

I will add that I have always been very suppor-tive of the Military, wherever situated i; Canãaa.
lheir presence is very necessary. They Co a finejob of maintaining authority over personnel, andin keeping equipment and holdings in good order(considering the financial suppor! ttey i...ive).
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Respondent 01 9

s.2 q.4(k)

doubtful land
sandy.

is much good for anything as very

nomic sense would be felt by Brandon.
l-ems would be felt by residents of the
area surrounding Shilo.

As mentioned in this questionnaire
concern f or the ef f ect of +-he very heavy
fire on our brick house, the windows of
tl-e quite severely during the firing.

Respondent 029

s.2 q.10(other)

Respondent 020

The military camp at Shilo
on us here on the farm.

Respondent 032

It is very diff
transactions due
thorized personne
only as military

has very lit
Ànv benef its

tle effect
in an eco-
Àny prob-
immediate

there is
art i llerv

which rat-

They should be NONE of control burning or any oth-
er burning

Respondent 030

The bombings at the base are a sore point with
many of the l-ocal residents (landowners) however
the landowners are over-ruled by the locaI merc-
hants because the merchants value the commerce
they enjoy with army personnel. Nevertheless the
landowners pay tax on large land base while merc-
hants etc. pay very little. As a result the lan-
downer feels his rights are eroded by townspeople
who have no reaL concern or care for the effect.s
the base has on the environment (wiJ-dIife, agri-
culture, quality of life). Many rural residents
are simply resigned to the fact they can do noth-
ing because "Big Government" has no real concern
for the individual or - because they are too
narrow minded to consider food production (primary
producers ) at l-east as important as local trade
(secondary prof iteers) .

iculL to compleLe any busÍness
to the constant changing of au-

I. They are trained to think
men making military maneuvers.
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Respondent 035

s.2 q.4a

No effect of any above questions. Shilo is situ-
ated in the best possible place in the country
( i . e. , sandy soi t , poor pasture I poor crop land.

Respondent 036

ShiIo Military does not affect me in any way what-
ever - We hear the guns all the time, and they
evell rattl-e the windows, etc. But Thank God they
are there - should be some of them in case we need
our boys to protect us some time. They have been
part of our environment for al-most a century. Às
for leafy spurge, rest assured that it has been
around for years, and the Shilo troops or German
troops are sureì-y not responsible for its spread
as some educated people want us to believe. Those
of us who live with weeds, vrildlif e, etc. def i-
nitely know better. (Signed by respondent).

Respondent 037

The shooting is very disturbing at most times, es-
pecially in the P.M. Our house vibrates, windows
are shook loose etc.

Respondent 038

They cannot
farming citi

understand the
¿lF*L:.

thinking of a normal

very leading. I do
answer, but it seems

ime.

I thi.nk the quest ions are
not believe military is the
to be the only way at this t

Às f or the location, I think no be+-ter place
could have been chosen. The wildlife in the area
has thrived and has adapted to the presence of the
military.

As for the environment, there is far less dam-
age done there than in and near cities. I think
there is more concern for wildlife and vegetation
at Shilo than in the average community in Manito-
ba! (siEned by respondent).

Respondent 040

No problems. The Military cooperate very well and
are a benefit to the whole district.
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Respondent 043

Very good survey, thanks for thinking of the con-
cerñs of the people Ìiving near the military Base.

Respondent 045

Dear Mr. Wonneck.

Re : Shi 1o Mi 1 i tarv Reserve ,

I practise Iaw in the City of Brandon and there-
foie I am of the opinion that I am now somewhat
removed from the situation, I would say that I was
quite close to it formerly. My actigns, notwith-
standing to the contrary I am ver]¡ interested in
the situation.
I would be very interested
pertaining to your f indings
your study.

The subject land is the E1/2 of 23-1A-17. r do
not havã any direct knowledge of the present situ-
ation with respect to the situation concerning
leafy spurge.

May I express my best wishes for your
(Signed by respondent).

My cl-osest association with the above land v¡as
when I helped to work it from the thirties,
through the forties and into the fifties. Much of
this work was done at night.

Comments continued

It is good that knowledge is being ascertained be-
cause only the facts wilt make it possible to make
"the right decisions" and. to monitor accordingly.

Respondent 046

I feel that the "supposed" economic benefits
that are generated by the military presence at
ShiIo is greatly outweighed by the problems creat-
ed by their Presence

I feel that it is ludicrous for any human-being
to train and hone their skills in the arts of de-
stroying other humanbeings as well as damaging the
envi ronment .

to receive information
and to the results of

success.
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I feel that to speak out on this matter one
would al-most be branded as a traitor to his coun-
try and their aflies.

Dealing with the military by an individual
could be paralleted with a mouse maneuvering and
sgueaking amongst a herd of eiephants.

I have a quest ion f or you ! I f thi s quest j.on-
naire is strictly confidential why is this ques-
tionnaire numbered?

Respondent 049

Dear Mark:

The few acres that I own is rented
from Brandon and I have only seen the
brief t hour in 1982.

to a farmer
iand for a

as best as
(signed by

is what my
when I was

I have tr
possible to
respondent ) .
P.S. - My
Grandmothe r
much younger

Respondent 055

ied to answer the questions
help you with your survey.

only knowledge of Shilo
told me when we visited her
. (1955-62).

No direct contact with the l"lilitary so unable to
give positive answers on several questions.

Respondent 058

I live in Brandon and rent the pasture and I am
not inconvenienced at all by the German Army. I
feel that they are a valuable bonus to the econom-
ics of the Brandon city and district.

Respondent 061

The Military base of Shilo lies in 2 municipal-
ities, the buildings lie in North Cypress. They
receive the bulk of taxes. Whereas all the range
land lies in South Cypress, for which the R.M. of
S.C. only receives $17,000 in lieu of taxes. The
councillors feel this in unfair. So much so that
they are reluctant to make improvements North of
the river. We have been having a real hassle with
the Ferry at Stockton and we have been told that
because they are not receiving enough tax money
from North of the'river, w€ have to take whatever
is dished out.
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The municipality does gear a toll for the
hunters ior crossing the Ferry, and because there
may or may not be hunters crossing at night, they
have legi slated a toll f or residents as wel-1, at
night in anticipation.

we do have a number
night. They have come t
ince. In one week last
elk ãnd left one dead
during night hours.

of natives poaching at
rom al-l parts of the prov-

f all- they took out 5 bull
with a beeper. This was

Although the military generate monies in Shilo
and Brandon \.Ie do not benef it f rom NÀTO f orces di-
rectly. Thelz do cover our home with dust when
they are driving down to Stockton Ferry during
the i r rec reat ion .

we do f eel that we should be kept ar,Iare of what
negotiations are being made when they are signing
contracts for rental. fhis past contract was
signed by two levels of government, only to dis-
cover that all the road allowances had been turned
over to German forces. As we have land from
Stockton Ferry to Park, all along the river we
were greatly concerned.

This was also to keep al-I general- public away,
this included hunters as well. We then had to do
a great deal of phoning as well- as running around
to regain access to our properties. This is all
at our own expense. This seems to always be hap-
pening. We only find ouL after everything is
signed and sealed. This should not happen in Can-
ada. There should be a watch dog somewhere, the
politicians should not se11 our birthright for a
mess of potage. Money speaks louder than words.

Hope this gives you an insight" If you have
any questions you can phone us for further infor-
mation (phone number)
Thanking you.

Respondent 062

I don't feel we were able to ansh'er your questions
very fu1ly but v¡e know practically nothing about
the military life at or around Shilo.

Good luck in your study of this area.

Respondent 063
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Shilo are is very poor for any type of farming,
even with expensive irrigation systems, sparse
vegetation on ranges - Any land good for farming
was under cul-tivation years before Shilo ranges
vrere used for army training - The range area is of
no val-ue f or f arming - It's only value is f or army
ranges - we have travelled them and know them
wel-1. (f or f uture questionnaires to f armers - I
suggest - more direct - Iess complicated questions
- am sure you will have better results). (signed
by respondent ) .

Respondent 065

We have no complaints about the military reserve
except we don't Iike to see the area (burnt) de-
nuded of practically all bush especially spruce
trees.

Respondent 066

Very interesting survey.
l--here since I can remember
hardly think of because l
ence. I hope this helps
Luck.

Shilo has always been
. It's a fact of life I
am so used to its pres-
you in some way. Good

Respondent 069

Took longer than '1 5 minutes. Leaf y spurge is the
biggest problem that should be looked after.

Respondent 070

T consider your topic and questions of very iittle
interest.

Resoondent 073

Leafy spurge was prevalent in the area before
military activities began on the Reserve. A1-
though it is a serious problem there, it is not
being made any worse by the army presence; cer-
tainly not any more than by negligent farmers in
the areas adjacent to the Reserve.

Deployment Àrea I has, until the present, been
inaccessible and relatively unused. Rumours indi-
cate the possibiJ-ity of an access road from other
range areas over Epinette Creek to Area 8. In my
opinion, this area should be left inaccessible
from the ranges and turned over to the Manitoba
Department of Natural Resources for maintenance as
a park area.
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Respondent 076

T f problems do ex i st I ' m not a$¡are of them. The
military Base and personnei certainly have caused
me no problem, whether it's because I'm some dis-
tance away from them or what I don't know.

Respondent 080

1. I don't feel that the military reserve has much
agr icultural- potent ial .
2. The leafy spurge is more of a problem for us on
the west side of the river than the east, and this
is due to crown lands, that the spurge is not be-
ing controlled oD, even though it has been brought
to their attention.

Respondent 082

s.2 q.10(other)

The Shilo base is located on sandy waste land. I
am pJ-eased to see the land used constructively.

Respondent 086

Please do not send questionnaires out during har-
vest season. I think you will find you will not
get a accurate evaluation because it vlas probably
done in a hurry and was not given much thought.
Try January.

Respondent 087

Question 7 regarding infestation of Leafy Spurge.
I feel- the flooding of the Souris and Àssiniboine
rivers are responsible for the infestation of
spurge on rny property.

During the summer months, oñ many occasions we
see smoke from fires on the Shilo ranges and are
concerned as to their effect on the fragile ecolo-
gy there.

ln regard to wildlife in our area, bordering
Shilo range, there seems to be plentiful number of
deer, e1k, coyote, etc. I welcome the opportunity
to fill in this questionnaire, as a hunter and
conservationist my concern would be to mainLain
this area's rich and diverse wildlife habitat.

Respondent 089
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Base is not being ful1y utilized. PIease send
copy of resul-ts.

Resoondent 093

Harvest time is much too busy for questionnaires.
Sorry to be l-ate.

Respondent 098

The noise is so bad that there are nights when
we get no sleep at all.

The bomb and shell shock is so strong that the
plaster in the house is cracked the pictures jump
on tl:e wal-I, the doors open and the windows rat-
t1e.

The noise also make the cattle very restless.

Respondent '101

s.2 q.12 ( other )

Concerned about eIk hunting by non Canadian, non-
resident hunters.

' Comments continued

Às I feel war or other violent methods are
unacceptable meLhods of solving world conflicts, I
am opposed to the presence of military action at
CFB Shilo.

The present military reserve would or could be
used for pasture land, recreational area, wildlife
habitation, if the present activities were discon-
t i nued.

Respondent 1 02

s.2 q. 1

We should be training our own troops or none at
all.

s.2 q.2

Why train foreign troops?

s.2 q.3a
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In mj/ opinion there is no overall
training foreign troops.

Comments continued

benefit to

A Military reserve should be used to train our or,in
troops. why ruin our countryside to train foreign
troops. Does any other country allow this? I
t.hink not.

Respondent 1 04

The river is between us and the reserve so vre have
never had any direct contact, "good or bad". Vle
do hear the tanks running, the shelling etc. but
have grown used to this. The vibrations of ex-
ploding shells can be felt guite plain1y. I just
hope they keep them aimed in the right direction.
I am concerned at times by fires I see over there
as the the land needs all the vegetation it can
get .

Respondent 1 07

The Shilo Reserve area is quite a distance from
our home and actually does not effect our way of
life, so the questions are thought provoking as
some of them we haven't even considered before and
it' s a bit di f f icult to state an opinion on some-
thing that does not effect your daily life direct-
1y.

Respondent 1 08

Other than hearing the distant boom from the can-
nons I'd never know that a military base was near.

Respondent 1 1 1

Dear Sir:

I would Iike to apologize for not fully com-
pleting the questionnaire.

Being of Czechoslovak origin I feel it isn't
any of my business to answer these questions be-
cause I don't feel I'm qualified or know enough
about it. (Signed by respondent).
P.S. It it would be possible I would like to meet
you in person and have a friendly discussion aboutir.

Respondent 117
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This year I got a license
huni elk. Tt was taken i
croÞs of e1k.

Respondent 1 25

for the 1st time ever to
n self-defence to rid my

Numbers too

Too much noise from bombing or shooting on Sundav
mornings. hril-1 be quiet during the week but most
Sunday mornings (earl-y) it is so loud the house
vibrates. I believe this should not be carried on
on Sundays.

Respondent 1 28

( signeC by respondent ) .

EIk herd a problem, too large.
high hard on crop (?) and hard on pasture held in
reserve for times when pasture is poor in short
and reserves for spring and falI. EIk came in and
cLean it off. I t' s impossible to keep fences
properly and need to be checked and refenced at
least twice per week during grazing season. White
tailed deer are too numerous and do fence damage"
More licenses should be issued for eIk. Most
hunters are OK. Still a number of irresponsibles
with no regard for property, sportsmanship, or
landowners. Poaching is still a problem and prop-
erty damage plus littering. The Armed forces keep
a pretty good rein on all military people and deal
out stiff penalties which is probably for misde-
meanors. People realiy are the problem and acts
of man. Leafy spurge is everywhere and getting
worse. DND and R.M.S.C. are carrying on extensive
spraying programs with Tordon 22K. which is ef-
fective v¡ith one shot treatment but is costly.
All leveIs of government shoul-d contribute to cost
of solving this problem

Respondent 1 30

I have little knowledge of Shilo and am nev¡ as a
land owner in Man. We have a similar unit here in
Alberta at Suffield with the nritish Àrmy. I feel
as a vet from world war II that our military is in
very poor shape. If it were not for the Germans
at Shilo and gritish at Suffield we wouldn't have
much of a tank army in Canadar w€ badly need these
bases.

Respondent 1 31

I know I haven't been of much help to you but I
Iive at the outer edge of the municipality so I
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really haven't had anything to do with them but I
do know that the noxicus weeds are not kept under
control.

Respondent '1 35

Sorry to be so late with this form.
victim of a dry harvest season!

Respondent 1 38

is the

Mark. I have Liveð,/worked at Shi Io per iodically
for over 30 years. I firmly believe the "Base" is
a "God-send" to Brandon and Àrea (economically).
As we live about 7 miles from Shilo vre often hear
the guns firing, but they have liLtle affect on us
as far as noise is concerned. There has been many
concerns about the control of leafy spurge on the
firing ranges. This problem exists in numerous
areas in the R.M. of Cornwallis and South Cypress.
I do believe the Prov. Gov't should provide for
chemical to landowners for the control of leafy
spurge if they are concerned about the controL of
the weed. The "Shilo reserve" Iand is unsuitabfe
for agriculturaL use.

Respondent 1 45

Sept 25Lh/84. Sorry about be ing late but vras har-
vesting. Hope it helps in your course or your
analys i s.

Respondent 1 47

Not enough control over environment. Gouging
soi1, shelIs, leafy spurge. Why is this range in
a fairly high populated area of Manitoba?

It
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Section 1

Quest ion

Appendix E

VARIABLE LIST BY QUESTION ÀND RECODE FORMAT

VARIÀBLE LIST

Variable Name

4.

1.

2.

)

5.

6.
6a)

7.
7a)

Section

MUNC

YRSOWN

CEREAL
CÀSH
DAI RY
POULTRY
PORKOP
MI XED
CATTLE
HORSE
RENT
NOUSE
OTHLÀND

CULTTVO
FORAGEO
OTHI LO
wooDo
NHAPO
OTHUI LO
CULTTVR
FORAGER
OTHI LR
WOODR
NHAPR
OTHUI LR

RESDI ST

EFFECT
EFFTYPE

SPURGET
SPURDI ST

?
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Question Variable name

1. CONCERN

IMPÀCT

ECOACT
ECOWESTG
SOCI AL
BENEF] T

NOI SE
WÏ LDL
BURNS
VEGTN
LSPURGE
FERRY
GRWÀTER
POACH
HUNT
ROÀDS
ÀGLOSS
DEPRED
WORSTF
WORSTS
WORSTT

OTHBENF
OTHPROB

AMOUNT

RESPI NF

SEÀC

LEASE

FT RI NG
PUBLÀCC
HUNTSCH
EQUI P
ARTI LRY
EVALENV
CONTENV
MONTENV
TTMEBURN
LEÀSÀGR
OTHINF

MUNCGOV
DND
MDNR

195

2.

3
a
J

3

(a
(¡
(c
3a)

4(a
4(b
4(c
4(d
4(e
4 (f.
4(s
4(h)
4(i
4(j
4(k
4(l

4a)
4b)
4c)

L

6.

7.

a

o

10.

11a)
1 1b)
11c)



1.

¿.

3.
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Section 3

Question Variable name

AGE

SEX

DEPEND
PRESCH
GRADE
TEEN
ADULT

EDUC

NONE
ELK
WTDEER
WATER
UPB] RD
MOOSE
OTHWI LD

RECODE SYSTEM F'OR CROSS-TABULATTONS

MUNC: Only respondents in the R.M.'s of Cornwallis, Oak-
land, North Cypress, and South Cypress were used.

YRSOWN: Years of ownership h,ere grouped into 2 categories
between 1 and 9 years and over 10 years.

Ouestion 3, Section 1: Variables in question 3 were recoded
into a nevJ variable cal-Ied "LÀNDUSE". Four categories were
formed in this nev¡ variabLe cereal and cash crop farms;
mixed farms; ranches; and do not use land. Cerea1 and cash
crop farms include only those farms that indicated CEREAL
anð,/or CASH. Ranches include farms that indicated only
CATTLE and HORSE. Respondents who indicated they do not use
their land or rent their land belong to the "do not use
Iand" category. Mixed farms include the remaining combina-
tions of responses to question 3
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CULTIVO to OTHUILR: These 12 variables were recoded into
three categories 1 to '1 59 acres; 160 to 640 acres; and
greater than 640 acres.

RESDIST and SPURDIST: These variables were usuaIJ-y recoCed
into three categories less than 1 to greater than 3

miles; 4 to 10 miles; and greater than 1-1 miles.

EFFTYPE: This variabLe was recoded into positive and neg-
ative effects as follows:
Positive Responses:

.1 . For the better.
2. Employed by DND.

Neqative Responses:

1. Noise and fires.
2. Dogs have gone deai because of military activities.

3. Noise and/or vibrations.
4. Spurge infestat ion.

5. Military moved survey marker on private property.

6. Fire damage to private property.

7. Respondent's hog operation is considered a nuisance

bY DND.

B. Military presence has limited access to the Reserve

for hunting.

9. Vandalism to private property by military personnel.

1 0. Restricted private airways "

SPURGET, ECOÀCT to SOCIAL, and NOISE to DEPRED: For all 16

of these variables, r€sponses of "don't know" were not in-

cluded in analysis.
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coNcERN, rMPÀCT, AMOUNT, MUNCGOV, DND, MDNR: For all six of

x-point scales $¡ere evenly divided

scale numbers 1 and 2;3 and 4; and

these var

into th:ee

5 and 6.

PRESCH:

years.

GRAÐE:

years.

iabl-es the si

categor ies

LEASE: Responses of "yes, to some extent" were grouped with

"no" responses for analysis.

Ouestion 12, Section 2: The variables in this question were

recoded to create a new variable called "ELECT". The ELECT

variable divides respondents into those who have contacted

an elected official and those who have not. Because all re-

spondents indicating "other" for this question mentioned

that they had not contacted an elected official, responses

of "other" were grouped with respondents who had not con-

tacted an elected of f ic iaI .

AGE: Age categories 1 and 2 were grouped together, as were

categories 3 and 4 and 5 and 6.

DEPEND: This variable differentiated respondents by whether

they have dependents or not,

Ref ers to dependents between the ages of '1 to 4

Refers to dependents betwee¡r the ages of 5 to 12
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TEEN: Refers to dependents between the a9e s of 13 to 17

years.

ADULT: Reiers to dependents over the age of lg years.

ouestion 5, section 3: The variabl-es for this question vrere

recoded to create a new variable "HUNTING". The variabLe
"HUNTTNG" divides respondents into hunting and non-hunting

9roups.

DATE: This variable vras created to divide respondents into
those who had returned a questionnaire by september 24,1984
and those who had returned a questionnaire after ihis date"
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